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Abstract

The thesis contains one published paper and two journal papers under review. Chap-

ter 1 introduces the high reliability safeguards approach to remotely handled nuclear

processing facilities, particularly for a commercial-scale pyroprocessing facility. This

safeguardability model was developed from a design-driven perspective, for fuel fabrica-

tion first. It uses a discrete event simulation modeling framework. Quantification of risk

within the context of safeguards-by-design with the metric of false alarm probability is

a unique feature. Chapter 2 discusses upgrades on the current safeguards model, in-

cluding the sensitivity analysis performed by varying multiple facility input parameters

and the advanced nuclear accounting methodologies. Chapter 3 proposes the hazard

and operability analysis of a pyroprocessing facility. The first study identified hazards,

operability issues, and severe accident scenarios. It also mitigated their consequences

with the corresponding protection methods. In addition, nuclear material accounting

locations were determined to optimize facility designs for safeguardability. The detailed

summaries of papers are shown in sub-abstracts in the following three chapters.
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Chapter 1: High Reliability Safeguards Approach to Remotely

Handled Nuclear Processing Facilities: Use of Dis-

crete Event Simulation for Material Throughput in

Fuel Fabrication

“High Reliability Safeguards Approach to Remotely Handled Nuclear Processing

Facilities: Use of Discrete Event Simulation for Material Throughput in Fuel

Fabrication.” Nuclear Engineering and Design vol. 324, 2017, pp. 54-66.

1.1 Abstract

The future, sustainable use of nuclear energy will require a transition to advanced

nuclear energy systems. Some of these systems will utilize remotely handled facilities

in which batch-type processing will occur in hot cells. These handling procedures, as

well as differences in physical and chemical composition of the special nuclear mate-

rial, create new challenges to safeguardability. The focus area of the High Reliability

Safeguards is the continual development of methodologies and approaches which ad-

dress the safeguardability of the advanced fuel cycle from a design-driven perspective.

There is a need to develop models that can quantitatively assess the safeguardability of

proposed facility designs. Herein is presented progress made in regards to a first-build,

material throughput model using a discrete event simulation modeling framework for

the fuel fabrication system in a pyroprocessing facility. This model takes advantage of

the synergy between safeguards, safety, and security when designing a nuclear handling

facility. A commercial pyroprocessing facility is used as an example system. The intent

of the model is to determine if nuclear materials accounting can potentially serve as a

metric for safeguardability in facility designs.

1.2 Introduction

1.2.1 Motivation

Many nations are expanding nuclear power in order to enhance energy security, grow

the economy, or address climate change [1], [2]. Ensuring resource sustainability will

require a transition to advanced nuclear energy systems (NESs). Nuclear fuel for some
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of the advanced NESs will be fabricated in remotely-handled facilities in which batch-

type processing will occur in heavily-shielded hot cells. For the advanced NESs, special

nuclear material (SNM) is in both different physical and chemical form than that of the

contemporary fuel cycle. This gives rise to new challenges in terms of integrating safe-

guards, safety, and security (3S) with facility design; i.e., safeguardability, or safeguards-

and security-by-design [3], [4]. To this end, the High Reliability Safeguards (HRS) focus

area is continuing to develop research directions in order to address the safeguardability

of advanced fuel cycle concepts from a design-driven perspective [5], [6]. A commercial

pyroprocessing facility is used as an example system. The intent is to build a model

for material throughput that is flexible in terms of accommodating multiple facility

designs, where each can be tested in terms of safeguardability.

Designing a safeguardable model is complex. The use of hot cells to process materials

provides passive security, and other security measures from analogous facilities can

also be applied to a pyroprocessing facility. For safety, a standard probabilistic risk

assessment will be performed and likely required as part of the licensing process. This

is discussed briefly at the end of this paper as part of future work. While there are

issues with the pyroprocessing facility - perhaps with lack of knowledge in terms of new

failure modes and failure frequencies, or how materials might be transferred if there

are multiple hot cells - the risk assessment framework is well-known and an established

tool for safety analysis. Here, the focus is primarily on safeguards-by-design and how

materials accounting can be applied within the context of safeguardability.

Nearly all of the safeguards’ knowledge and experience for commercial facilities is

largely based on aqueous materials processing facilities. The pyroprocessing facility

will not have an accountability tank to determine SNM concentration in the materials,

nor can the system be flushed out in order to ‘reset’ plant inventory. Held-up material

then becomes a unique challenge. It must be removed from equipment and accurately

accounted for periodically in a way that does not impinge on operational goals.

As part of HRS, a quantitative assessment measure of the safeguardability of pro-

posed designs that will be widely acceptable and based on established principles com-

mon to safeguards, safety, and security is needed. Prior HRS-related work focused

on functional components of facility design by modeling the spontaneous fission of
244Cm [7], [8], [9]. Results for the dose rate of processed materials in the system fell

below the IAEA self-protecting standard. This is a non-negligible physical protection

risk for the facility that should be addressed during conceptual design phases, thus

highlighting the importance of facility design to safeguardability. Additionally, study
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of the hot cell wall design showed that occupational safety can be maintained for the

pyroprocessing facility comparable to analogous facilities. Therefore, storage buffers,

maintenance, or even personnel areas can be designed near process cells. This can

considerably reduce the overall facility footprint if physical space is a design constraint.

1.2.2 Current Work

The overall intent of HRS is to provide a systematic methodology that can integrate

proliferation resistance and physical protection measures, equally weighted with safety

and physical security, while optimizing practical design approaches and operational

goals. The primary operational goal is that the operator will have a target quantity as

to the amount of material that would need to be processed over a given time period;

e.g., for the Rokkasho reprocessing facility in Japan, it is expected that 800 tons of used

fuel would be processed over a year. That is not to imply that a pyroprocessing facility

would process the same amount, but that there would be a similar goal.

For a pyroprocessing facility, each subsystem processes batches with different weights

for different lengths of time. This will be a challenge to nuclear materials accounting

(NMA). Poor accounting could result in numerous false alarms; while resolvable, subse-

quent time delays will affect operational goals. Additionally, poor accounting could fail

to detect an actual diversion event. A discrete event simulation (DES) modeling frame-

work is useful for safeguardability assessment. A discrete event model describes a state

space that contains state variables. The occurrence of an ‘event’ drives the transition of

the state variable [10]. The transition occurs in a discrete time interval, and the state

space remains unaffected in between occurrences. The state transition is assumed to

be instantaneous. Events can be triggered sequentially and can occur asynchronously

in the state space. DES lends itself to modeling batch-type processes like pyroprocess-

ing. DES can model materials flow for arrival, storage, processing, and transfer, as

well as disrupted equipment and material flow states that result from maintenance or

off-normal events of varying frequency.

This paper presents the first build of a facility process model using DES. The purpose

is twofold. First, the model is established for bulk flow in the fuel fabrication process

based on DES principles. This will serve as the architecture for the eventual, full system

model. Second, with this model, the use of the probability of the false alarm anomalies;

i.e., the Type I error [11], [12], as a metric for safeguardability assessment is tested. The

Type I error is already widely applied as a safeguards measure for nuclear materials
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accounting. A Type I error occurs when an analysis of the accounting system indicates

that some quantity of nuclear material is missing; i.e., diverted, but in actuality no

diversion has occurred. There are not yet any suggested IAEA goals for use of this

metric for the advanced fuel cycle. This allows for some latitude in studying how to use

it within the context of safeguardability [5], [6].

Initiating events, which can lead to a false alarm, arise from a breach in safeguards,

safety, or security. Here, the focus is on equipment failures, which occur during normal

operation. If such an event leads to a false alarm, an IAEA inspection and facility mass

balance would likely be required to resolve the anomaly, costing time and resources [5].

Therefore, at a high-level, the facility operator would have a strong interest in designing

the facility to achieve low false alarm probabilities. Criteria for a safeguardability metric

is also discussed in this paper. Use of the Type I error as a metric for safeguardability

assessment takes advantage of the synergy between all 3S when designing a nuclear

materials handling facility. Therefore, in the larger context, the overall intent is to

provide a process model that allows for different conceptual facility designs, where each

could exhibit different frequencies for the Type I error, and this can provide a measure

of the safeguardability of each design.

1.3 Background

1.3.1 Pyroprocessing Technical Details

Used uranium oxide fuel is treated electrochemically at high temperatures in order

to produce a metal fuel alloy. Materials are pyrophoric and must be processed in hot

cells with an inert atmosphere. The pyroprocessing flowsheet used to build this model

is shown in Figure 1.1. The main subsystems are voloxidation, electroreduction, elec-

trorefining, electrowinning/cadmium distillation, and metal fuel fabrication. Used fuel

is first chopped, and cladding is mechanically stripped. Voloxidation then transforms

UO2 pellets to U3O8 powder. Subsequently, electroreduction converts the powder to

metal in LiCl-Li2O salt at 650oC, where alkali metal and alkaline earth fission prod-

ucts remain in the salt [13], [14], [15], [16]. Cs, Sr, and all volatile species are removed.

Electrorefining extracts uranium metal on a cathode [15], and graphite is typically used.

Electrowinning extracts TRU metal on a liquid cadmium cathode [14], [17], [18]. Noble

metal fission products remain on the anode. Both processes use LiCl-KCl salt at 500
oC. Lanthanides remain in the salt.
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Figure 1.1: Pyroprocessing flowsheet. Pyroprocessing converts used uranium oxide fuel
to a metal alloy. The main subsystems in a pyroprocessing facility are voloxidation,
electroreduction, electrorefining, electrowinning/cadmium distillation, and metal fuel
fabrication, as indicated by the yellow boxes. The primary material flow is shown by the
red arrows. Material losses are shown for each subsystem. Treatment and recycle of salts
from the electroreduction and electrorefining processes are a major design consideration.

Injection casting is currently assumed for the fuel fabrication process due to cost

efficiency, capacity to mass produce metal slugs, and remote operability [19], [20], [21]. It

is shown in Fig 1.2. Injection casting was used in the past for the Integral Fast Reactor

(IFR) program for EBR-II [22], [23] and is being considered as the fuel fabrication

method for some Generation IV systems [21], [24]. However, when scaling up to the

commercial level, process losses potentially could be prohibitively high. Materials are

first melted in a graphite crucible. Quartz molds are inserted into the molten alloy,

and a vacuum is induced. This results in the injection of alloy into the molds. Some

of the metal will remain in the crucible. This is called the ‘heel’ and can be recycled.

The molds are removed and sheared. Because they have to be broken to obtain the

slugs, they are a waste stream. The crucible will also be a waste stream as it will

suffer from eventual wear. Safeguardability in fuel fabrication is important because the
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process includes a large amount of SNM, approximately 4 kg of transuranic elements,

half of which is 239Pu [7]. A full technical discussion and literature review for the

pyroprocessing system applied in this study is contained in Borrelli [5].

Figure 1.2: Injection casting process to fabricate metal fuel slugs. U and TRU are
melted with zirconium to form metal feedstock for slug fabrication by injection casting
and eventual fuel element assembly. The metal feedstock is first melted in a graphite
crucible, and a vacuum is induced to inject the molten alloy into quartz molds. The
‘heel’ is a coating of metal that will remain on the crucible. The molds are then sheared
and broken to obtain slugs. The sheared casting ends are called the ‘scrap.’ The crucible
will suffer from eventual wear and is a waste stream, along with the quartz molds. The
scrap, as well as the heel, will have to be recovered and accounted for prior to disposal.

1.3.2 Prior Use of DES for Pyroprocessing

There has been scant use of DES modeling for pyroprocessing. Previously, DES

has been applied to nuclear facilities to study performance measures of used fuel han-

dling [25], [26], [27]. DES also has been used to model the receipt of used fuel assemblies

and separation of individual fuel pins [28]. DES modeling has shown that for batch pro-

cessing, storage buffer capacity will be a key feature governing bottlenecks [29], [30].

Material congestion will occur if the buffer is too small. However, increasing buffer size

is dependent on practical design considerations, such as cost and physical space. The

challenge in developing a realistic model is that each subsystem requires a different batch

size and processing time. For pyroprocessing, large quantities of salt are required for

electroreduction, electrorefining, and electrowinning. To avoid lengthy process idleness,
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fresh salt must be available to load into these subsystems when needed. Operational

scheduling is therefore, vital [29], [30]. Most recently, DES has been used to develop

a nuclear materials accounting model to identify potential diversion using a high-level

MATLAB model [31]. The head-end processes were modeled, but fuel fabrication was

not. Similarly, Garcia et al. [32], [33] used DES for process monitoring to detect anoma-

lies using multiple sensor data for the head-end subsystems in pyroprocessing.

1.3.3 Safeguardability Assessment

A quantitative assessment for safeguardable facility designs has not been developed.

Much of the research into safeguardability over the short history of the field has been

qualitative. Initially, the Proliferation Resistance and Physical Protection Evaluation

Methodology Working Group of the Generation IV International Forum (PRPPWG)

promulgated high-level principles for establishing safeguardability [34]. A case study

was developed for an Example Sodium Fast Reactor full system [35]. Four sodium fast

reactors co-located with various storage facilities and a pyroprocessing facility were an-

alyzed for several diversion and physical protection scenarios. Other studies addressed

different components of the Example Sodium Fast Reactor full system based on a path-

way analysis for additional scenarios [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43]. From a

conceptual design analysis perspective within the context of safeguardability, several

other studies outside of the PRPPWG are summarized in Borrelli [5]. These studies

discuss safeguardability from a high-level, qualitative point of view. However, facility

design as a process is not addressed in these studies. Engineering design approaches

for a safeguardable facility are now needed. Therefore, because there are not yet any

widely accepted metrics for safegurdability assessment, there is considerable latitude to

develop one within this context.

1.4 Conceptual Model and Context

1.4.1 Relevance of Materials Accounting and Facility Design to Safe-

guardability Assessment

There is not yet a full system model that can enhance safety, security, and safeguards

from a design-driven perspective. This preliminary process model presented here is not

site specific and will be flexible and adaptable to varying facility designs. It can offer

user-directed conceptual facility designs with a safeguardability assessment metric for
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each. It is design-driven in that proliferation risk reduction is part of the design strategy.

A top-down approach to pyroprocessing is applied here for facility design. That is, the

whole system is considered as a ‘big picture’ first. The system is decomposed into first

level elements called subsystems. It is described in Figure 1.1. Each system is refined

to its ‘base elements.’ Then, these are studied as to how they interact with one another

in order to produce the system output. This is further explained in Section 1.5.1. The

model for fuel fabrication is built in this way, and eventually, this design approach will

be applied to the full pyroprocessing system.

There are pyroprocessing models with similar goals in terms of process modeling

[44], [45]. These are developed from a bottom-up perspective, where the chemistry and

physics that govern processes in the base elements are applied in the model first, and

then the full system is assembled from there. These research efforts apply different

flowsheets from Figure 1.1. This approach is considered to be complementary to these

models in that the first focus is on the facility design aspect inherent in the initial

formulation of the safeguards- and security-by-design concept [3], [4]. Eventually, for

a truly realistic process model that can be used to evaluate safeguardability, these

approaches should be integrated. This is a long term goal as part of HRS.

The main focus of this study is to determine if the false alarm probability can be

applied as a quantitative metric for safeguardability assessment. There are no current

formalized International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) goals for the Type I error

probability for an advanced fuel cycle concept. Therefore, there is considerable latitude

in studying this metric within the context of safeguardability [5], [6]. The occurrence of

a false alarm during facility operation would indicate a diversion has occurred, when in

actuality it did not. For the model presented here, this could happen due to equipment

failures. Equipment failures require repair and cleaning to remove SNM, and these are

potential diversion risks. False alarms would have to be resolved by a facility inspection

and subsequent inventory accounting. Facility operations would cease in the meantime.

This would be costly for the facility operator, both in terms of operation throughput

goals and possible compensatory penalties.

1.4.2 The Role of Nuclear Materials Accounting

Quantitative assessment of safeguardability is ultimately based on NMA. Poor ac-

counting could fail to detect an actual diversion event. In order to establish an accurate

mass balance for SNM in the facility, material balance areas (MBAs); i.e., the config-
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uration of hot cells in the facility, have to be established appropriately. NMA would

be performed at designated key measurement points (KMPs) at the interface of the

MBAs. For pyroprocessing, two main challenges to safeguardability are: (1) lack of

an accountability tank in order to determine SNM concentration and (2) inability to

flush out the entire system and entirely clear the inventory. For NMA, the following

well-known relationship is used [11]:

Φ−1(1− α) + Φ−1(1− β) =
SQ

σ
, (1.1)

where α is the false alarm probability, 1 - β is the detection probability, SQ is the

significant quantity of SNM, σ is the standard error of the inventory difference (SEID),

and Φ−1 is the inverse Gaussian function. An instructive example is commonly used

[12]: for α = 0.05 and 1 - β = 0.95, a SQ of 8 kg of Pu allows for an uncertainty in

measurement of 2.4 kg in order to detect a diversion.

In the interval t = (t0, t1), over a material balance area, the inventory difference

(ID) is formally defined as [11]:

ID = I0 +D − I1, (1.2)

where I0 = initial physical inventory, I1 = final physical inventory or the inventory at t

= t1, and D = material throughput over the time interval across the material balance

area. Ideally, ID = 0 over any time interval, but in reality ID 6= 0 due to material hold

up and process losses. Typically, in materials accounting, the three quantities defined

in Equation 1.2 are treated as random variables. Therefore, measurements are obtained

in terms of the expected value of the ID with associated deviation due to persistent

systematic errors; i.e., SEID [11].

A possible pyroprocessing facility conceptual design is depicted by the flow diagram

shown in Figure 1.1. For large MBAs containing many of the subsystems, based on

standard NMA techniques, the SEID could exceed detection limits for a possible di-

version attempt. With small MBAs, the SEID may be low due to more KMPs. There

could be frequent Type I errors. Additionally, with more KMPs, more time is needed

for accounting, and operation time would be affected. The formation of MBAs and

resulting NMA are clearly interrelated with material throughput and operational goals.

Both are a function of the facility design. Safeguardability, therefore, is invariably a

function of facility mass balance. These considerations should be optimized as part of

the conceptual design strategy and safeguardability assessment.
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1.4.3 Fuel Fabrication Intracellular Activity

Here, a systematic method that has been established to consider the activities in-

cluded in each subsystem is described, and it provides a framework for conceptual

facility design. This framework informed how the DES modeling architecture was con-

structed for the fuel fabrication system. This conceptual modeling framework was

established for overall hot cell and facility design, and material throughput [5]. It is

shown in Figure 1.3a. Five activities will occur during normal operation of any process

in the system: (1) process activity, (2) byproduct, (3) in-situ recycling, (4) final prod-

uct, and (5) ancillary activity. Not all of these activities will be performed in a single

cell, however, the prior study has determined that these five are essential.

Figure 1.3a
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Figure 1.3b

Figure 1.3: Overall hot cell and facility design. A minimum of five activities are assumed
to occur in order to complete a process. These are shown notionally in Figure 1.3a and
applied to the injection and casting of metal alloy fuel slug in Figure 1.3b. The five
activities defined in Figure 1.3a are contained each within the red dotted box in Figure
1.3b. Material arrives from the electrorefining (ER) and electrowinning (EW) processes.
The process activity (1) is the injection casting system in which U and TRU metal, rare
earth fission products, and Zr are melted into an alloy and injected into quartz molds
to form fuel slugs and then trimmed. Material, such as americium, may be held up in
the equipment. The recycled (2) material (scrap) is the leftover alloy from the mold
trimming process. The heel could be recycled with the scrap. The byproducts (3) are
the graphite crucibles. This is treated as waste. The heel also may be collected and
returned to head-end processes for recycle or stored in a buffer. The quartz molds, after
being trimmed and broken to obtain the alloy, cannot be recycled and are treated as
waste. The alloy products are fuel slugs (4). Additional analysis may be necessary as
an ancillary activity (5) for in-situ quality control; e.g., slug straightness. Assay both
upon entry and exit is critical because U and TRU enter as separate batches, but after
fabrication the single alloy will exit the cell. These materials could be assayed by visual
inspection, neutron detection, weight, or potentially other destructive means. These
activities do not necessarily have to occur in a single cell.

Figure 1.3b shows how these activities apply to fuel slug fabrication. Injection

casting will process the largest amount of SNM in the pyroprocessing facility, and

material is always left in the crucible; i.e., heel [7]. The heel will contribute to the
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SEID and could pose a diversion risk upon equipment failure. The process activity (1)

includes the injection casting and trimming processes. Byproducts (2) are the graphite

crucible, the heel, and the quartz molds after trimming. The crucible and molds will

be disposed as waste. The heel could remain in the crucible until the operator decides

to remove it. Or, the heel may be removed after a campaign and stored in a buffer

until it is recycled into the injection casting equipment. During the normal operation,

scrap (or the leftover alloy from the mold trimming process) is recycled back into the

melting and casting equipment (3). The final products (4) are the metal fuel slugs.

These would be transferred from the cell to subsequent processing for full fuel element

assembly. Finally, some quality control analysis could serve as an ancillary activity

(5). This activity may be necessary in order to determine if the product satisfies other

physical requirements, such as straightness and diameter. Some destructive assay (DA)

may also be required. DA would likely be performed on the fabricated slugs in order

to test SNM content. Ideally, the ingots of U and TRU (with Zr added) would form a

homogenous metal solution in the melter. Therefore, the slugs would be expected to

have a consistent SNM composition, and DA would test for this. Considering only these

minimum five activities, modeling any process in the system can become exceedingly

complex.

1.5 DES Model

This is the first build for a full system pyroprocessing model intended to quantify

safeguardability for different facility designs and material throughput goals. The model

is developed with Python. It offers a modular environment which is conducive to the

use of discrete event simulation and the batch nature of pyroprocessing. The basic

code architecture allows an efficient model platform for the full pyroprocessing facility.

This Python code can perform many processes and operate systems simultaneously.

Additionally, this model is open source, with the eventual intent that other users can

design and model safeguardability of other nuclear handling facilities.1

1.5.1 Model Space

The design of the fuel fabrication system is shown in Figure 1.4. It is currently

assumed that metal fuel slugs are manufactured by an injection casting system based

1https://github.com/lee7632/Fuel-fabrication-process-code-development
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on the history and expected future use of this technology as discussed in Section 1.3.1.

The ‘baseline design’ is shown in Figure 1.4a, Design A, and the ‘equipment design’ is

shown in Figure 1.4b, Design B. These designs align with the discussion of the minimum

activities needed to complete the task shown in Figure 1.3. Material flows are indicated

by the arrows. Maintenance is also included. Chemical analysis and waste streams

are currently neglected. The vertices are: (1) storage buffer, (2) melter, (3) trimmer,

(4) product storage, and (5) recycle storage. These would be ‘base elements’ of the

fuel fabrication subsystem, as discussed in Section 1.4.1. State changes occur at these

vertices. The solid lines indicate the path of the state variable; i.e., these are the edges

through which the state variable transitions from vertex to vertex. There are no changes

to the state variable on the edges. The KMPs are numbered 0, 1, 2, and 3. Maintenance

is not a vertex because there is no state variable transition. The dotted line indicates

equipment transfer. Based on Figure 1.4, and the discussion in Section 1.4.3, DA would

not be performed until after the product storage vertex. Therefore, DA is neglected at

this phase of the model build.

Figure 1.4a
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Figure 1.4b

Figure 1.4: DES modeling framework for fuel fabrication. The ‘baseline design’ is
shown in Figure 1.4a, and the ‘equipment design’ is shown in Figure 1.4b. The state
variable is the ‘true weight’ of the material that will be processed in the system. As
metioned above, the vertices are: (1) storage buffer, (2) melter, (3) trimmer, (4) product
storage, and (5) recycle storage. The path of the state variable is indicated by the solid
lines, and state variables do not change at the edges. There are key measurement points
numbered 0, 1, 2, and 3, and the edges represent state transitions from vertex to vertex.
Maintenance is not defined as a vertex, and equipment transfer to it is indicated by a
dotted line. In this configuration, each vertex is a material balance area.

1.5.2 Assumptions

Without a commercial pyroprocessing facility built yet and the proprietary issues

surrounding engineering-scale facilities, as well as the widely known difficulties with

regards to scaling from laboratory experiments, obtaining input parameters has been

difficult over the years of this model development. Citations have been provided in this

section for some of the input parameters, and reasonable assumptions have been made

for the rest. This has been based on prior experience from the research collaboration

between the Korean Atomic Energy Research Institute and UC-Berkeley, Department

of Nuclear Engineering, where the HRS methodology was initially formulated. Further

discussion of this collaboration is contained in Borrelli [5], [6].

KAERI was constructing the Pyroprocess Integrated Inactive Demonstration (PRIDE)

facility, a cold-test, engineering-scale, mock-up facility designed and operated by KAERI
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to support pyroprocessing subsystems demonstration and equipment development [46],

[47], [48], [49]. Therefore, modeling the PRIDE system also required a similar approach.

There were many discussions and much preliminary work on how a facility could be con-

structed while also maintaining strong safeguards; i.e., safeguardability, as part of this

collaboration, which partially led to the development of this model and the approach

applied here [50], [51], [52], [53], [54]. These assumptions for input parameters are rea-

sonable because actual operational targets, such as designing a safeguardable facility

that will process a specific amount; e.g., 800 MTHM per year, are not needed currently.

The main focus and motivation is to test the safeguardability of different designs while

observing how much material can be processed per operational period. This discussion

is continued in Section 1.7.2 following the presentation of the results and subsequent

discussion.

1.5.3 Safeguardability Criteria

The reasoning in studying the Type I error as a safeguardability metric is that when

there is some event, whether it arises from safeguards, safety, or security, there will be

a mass balance conducted at least on some subsystems in the facility, if not the entire

facility. Therefore, the associated statistical measures are common across all regimes,

which is part of the synergistic approach initially conceptualized for safeguardability.

However, a mass balance is not only performed due to anomalies in safety, safeguards,

or security. It can also be performed after routine maintenance. For example, the

crucible in the injection casting machine may be replaced regularly after a set number

of campaigns. A facility mass balance may be conducted after a full campaign, or

at regularly scheduled intervals in the operational period. These are mass balances

over normal operating conditions and would be established most likely by the operator

as part of the licensing process, and, presumably, based on IAEA guidelines. This

optimization of designing the facility to maximize throughput, while also integrating

safeguards, safety, and security measures appropriately into the design is the essential

basis for safeguardability.

If an alarm arises, the subsystem will have to cease operations, if not the entire

facility. The alarm is an indication of a potential diversion event. It is not known

ahead of time whether the alarm is indicative of a statistical anomaly, which can be

resolved upon further inspection; i.e., a false alarm. If it is assumed that an inspection

would ensue to resolve a potential diversion and that some part of the facility is shut
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down, this will cost time and resources, as well as affect the operational goals of the

facility. Therefore, if a particular facility design elicited a high number of false alarms,

this would be detrimental to all stakeholders involved. This will carry a high cost in

terms of resources needed for inspections and materials accounting, as well as the loss

of productivity. There will also be an intangible detriment in that a high number of

potential diversion events could raise concerns that the State may have malicious intent

in terms of the use of this facility. This could cause concern in the international com-

munity and perhaps result in political reprisal, such as imposed sanctions. Therefore,

a primary criterion for this proposed safeguardability metric would be that the more

safeguardable facility design elicits the lowest number of false alarms while maintaining

a reasonably high detection probability.

1.5.4 Systems Operation

One campaign is defined as the processing of one batch. That is, the transition

of the state variable from the storage buffer to the product storage. Material flow is

sequential. Because there are no experimental studies on the commercial scale, some

values were assumed, and others were based on prior study. Material flow is simulated

for a prescribed 250-day facility operation period, which is about a 0.70 capacity factor

[55]. Facility operation is continuous for the operational period except for equipment

failure and maintenance, or facility inspection and mass balance. The edge transfer

time refers to transition of the state variable from the storage buffer to KMP0, from

KMP0 to the melter, etc., as shown in Figure 1.4. Inspection times for both, the end of

campaign and after equipment failure, are assumed to be 4 h. Additional operational

data is contained in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1: Input values for the simulations

1.5.5 Inventory Difference

The inventory difference for this system is due to the heel in the crucible. There

are variables for true ID, expected ID, and measured ID. In this study, the actual val-

ues of the three variables are used, although a measurement error is included. During

operation, the heel is not removed at the end of each campaign because this causes

frequent stoppages. Developing an accurate system of materials control and account-

ability is perhaps the fundamental tenet of a safeguardable nuclear materials handling

facility. For a non-nuclear weapons State, materials accounting is required for IAEA

design information verification and related treaty obligations.

A mass balance (inspection) is conducted at the end of each campaign. This takes 4

h. A false alarm is triggered when the measured ID is greater than 2 kg. This threshold

is selected as a nominal value below the typical IAEA goal of 2.4 kg due to a lack of

any safeguards goals for pyroprocessing facilities.
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1.5.6 State Variables

From the DES perspective, the state variable is defined as the ‘true weight’ of the

material that will be processed in the system. In reality, the true weight is never known

in the facility. In general, data recorded at KMPs; e.g., weight, neutron count, etc.,

are compared to expected results based on historical data cohorts. In addition to the

state variable of the true weight, for this model, there are also ‘expected weight’ and

‘measured weight’ variables.2 These are the means for estimating the true weight. The

‘expected weight’ is defined as the batch quantity expected to transition through each

vertex. This is based on historical data cohorts, experimental studies, pilot studies, etc.

Determination of ‘measured weight’ at each KMP is the true weight ± measurement

error. In Equation 1.2, each of the quantities that comprise the ID has a ‘random error of

the measurement’ associated with it, and these errors are assumed to be independently

and normally distributed [11]. Therefore, the uncertainty in measurement is sampled

from a normal distribution about a user prescribed value of 0.10 kg. Measurement time

is 30 min. In reality, this is the only known value of the batch in the system.

1.5.7 Vertices

1.5.7.1 Storage Buffer

The fuel composition is prescribed by weight percent. It is 65U-20TRU-5REFP-

10Zr, REFP = rare earth fission products [7]. Based on the flowsheet in Figure 1.1,

prior to fuel fabrication, U is obtained from electrorefining, where U metal is collected

on a solid cathode, typically graphite, and TRU is obtained from electrowinning and is

collected on a liquid cadmium cathode. Then, these materials will be processed further

into metal ingots and stored separately in buffers. The ingots would be subsequently

transferred to the fuel fabrication system. Currently, the model assumes a storage buffer

vertex that already contains the ingots of U and TRU metal. It is assumed that when

the ingots are placed into the crucible and heated, sufficient time has elapsed such that

the composition is homogeneously distributed. The batch size is 20 kg [7], [52], where

the subcriticality limit is 25 kg [46], [56]. The expected weight at this vertex is then 20

kg. Because no processing occurs, the true weight is also 20 kg. There is a 1 h ‘batch

preparation time.’ The correct amount of material for a 20 kg batch is then assumed

2Here, an ‘expected quantity’ is defined as a amount of material that is anticipated to exist at a
KMP in the model.
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to be transferred from the storage buffer to the melter in this current model.

1.5.7.2 Melter

Operation time for the melter is 8 h [22]. For this stage of the model development,

the true amount of material held up in the crucible per campaign; i.e., the heel, is

assumed to be a random variable. The injection casting equipment melts the metal

ingots, then the quartz molds are inserted, and the resulting vacuum induces injection

of the melt into the molds. Upon removal, some of the melt remains as the heel. This

could be due to the melt dripping off the outside of the molds, or perhaps one or more

of the molds were not completely filled. Either of these events, however, is of a random

nature. When the next campaign starts, the heel is melted along with the new ingots

that have been placed into the crucible. The amount of material that remains as the

heel is overall more than that from the prior campaign, but the amount that is left

from the current campaign is again random and could be more or less than the prior

campaign. Therefore, the material left in the crucible per campaign is sampled from a

continuous uniform distribution. This is used for many problems where there is a lack

of data describing the phenomenon of interest. Typically, laboratory experiments would

be performed to quantify the heel, and these data would be fit to a known distribution.

Then, the mean and variance could be used in the model. Since these data are not

currently available, the true amount of material left in the crucible is conservatively

assumed to be a continuous uniform distribution between 0 g and 500 g, based on

prior study [7]. The expected process loss is prescribed at 250 g. Scrap is currently

neglected. Therefore, the expected weight is 19.75 kg. Failure testing occurs halfway

into operation. This is discussed at length subsequently.

1.5.7.3 Trimmer

Operation time for the trimmer is 3 h. There are currently no failures or process

losses. Therefore, the expected weight is also 19.75 kg, and the true weight is the same

as determined in the melting process.

1.5.7.4 Product Storage

No processing occurs here. The weights are the same. There is a 2 h ‘product

storage time.’
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1.5.8 Melter Failure

Any piece of equipment in an industrial facility will have several failure modes

associated with it, depending on the complexity of the equipment. Analysis of these

failure modes is essential for preparing a probabilistic risk assessment for the entire

facility. A pyroprocessing facility exhibits additional complexity because proliferation

risk must be characterized as well. While fully assessing equipment risk is beyond the

scope of the current paper, equipment failure can be nominally modeled for this system.

There are numerous failure modes in the injection casting system, in both the melter

and the trimmer. Failures of the trimming equipment are neglected. For the melter,

frequent and expected failure modes include crucible or quartz mold cracking. The alloy

may not be completely melted due to a heater failure. There may be a failure with the

injection system where the alloy may not completely fill the molds. The loss of the

inert atmosphere could result in a fire. It can be reasonably assumed that any of these

failures results in a complete shutdown of the injection casting equipment. Therefore,

a single, general failure of the melter is assumed, and this results in a system shutdown

and necessitates removal of the failed equipment and installation of a new melter.

Upon a melter failure, after the batch is measured at KMP3 and transferred to the

recycle storage, the facility inspection is conducted to calculate ID. This is where a false

alarm could occur. If a failure occurs during the first processing campaign, the ID is

due to the random amount of heel present in the crucible. For subsequent campaigns,

the ID is due to the random amount left due to the current campaign and the quantity

accumulated from prior campaigns.

The cumulative distribution function based on the Weibull distribution is used to

model the stochastic failure of the melter [57]. The Weibull distribution is a widely

accepted and applied model for failure analysis, especially in cases where information

about failures or related failure modes is largely unknown. The ‘unreliability’ of a

system element can be defined under Weibull as:

Q(t) = 1− e−
t
η

β

, (1.3)

where: t = facility operation time, η = mean time to failure, and β = shape parameter.

In the facility, as operation time increases, the probability of melter failure will increase.

By definition, Equation 1.3 then gives the probability of failure over the operation time

in the facility. The unreliability function based on Weibull is useful because it is rather

generalized and can be applied to a wide variety of problems. Typically, the shape
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parameter is determined based on historical operational data. From a mathematical

perspective, it should be relatively intuitive that variation of the shape parameter will

significantly affect the character of the distribution. This is the strength of the Weibull

distribution; fitting failure data by adjusting the shape parameter will yield information

about the nature of failure. For example, with β < 1, this implies failure rate that

decreases with time. Therefore, this equipment is still in the early life stage. However,

here, with the lack of operational expertise, it is assumed that β = 1; i.e., ‘general

failures. Any of the failures described above cease activity and require maintenance

within the system. Therefore, Equation 1.3 reduces to the exponential distribution,

and the reciprocal of the mean time to failure (η−1) equals the constant failure rate (λ).

A melter failure rate of once per month is assumed.

A Monte Carlo routine based on Q(t) was then developed to this end to model

the failure of the melter. Upon failure, the batch is moved to recycle storage from the

melter. The equipment is then ‘cleaned;’ i.e., the heel is moved to recycle storage with a

2 h cleaning time. During maintenance, the defective equipment is removed, and a new

equipment is installed. The total amount of material is then transferred from recycle

storage to the melter, and operation resumes.

1.5.9 Features of the Code

The code focuses on maintaining a hierarchical decomposition of the facility com-

ponents. This design logic goes well with batch processes since only the state variable

is passed from vertex to vertex. In this regard, each node in Figure 1.4 is represented

by its own class in Python. Each of these objects accepts the batch (which is its own

object), acts on it accordingly, and then passes it to the next vertex class.

The vertices in the system model act as the bottom-most children of the hierarchy.

They are grouped together according to proximity as shown in Figure 1.4, and each

group is assigned a managing object that can call on any of its children at any given

moment for pertinent information; i.e., the measured weight, the expected weight, etc.

That information is then passed on to the supervisor who uses the information to make

facility-wide calculations and decisions such as when an alarm should be triggered.

However, the supervisor does not call on the managers to collect this information until it

is needed, minimizing the computation time by avoiding unnecessarily frequent updates.

Although many programming languages are robust enough, Python is favored for

its flexibility in importing objects and accessing components. An entire object can be
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imported to a different object, or one can bring in only a few variables or methods from

that object. These objects are passed internally by reference, minimizing overhead costs

when manager and supervisor nodes call their children nodes. This structure can be

readily expanded in order to model the full system shown in Figure 1.1 in a similar

manner.

1.5.10 Simulations

First, the input/output directories of the full system were created. The system input

parameters in these directories included relevant operational data. Then, the simulation

was run for the operational period of 250 days. At the end of each campaign, the

full material balance over the facility was performed, and in each case, the measured

inventory difference was checked against the expected inventory difference as a semi-

empirical Shewhart’s test [58]. If this difference was above the prescribed threshold, an

alarm was raised. The system output data obtained from the simulation were recorded

in the output directories. Execution scripts were built to automate simulation for a user

prescribed number of times. The simulated false alarm probability was computed based

on actual false alarms over potential opportunities for a false alarm. Simulated melter

failure probability was calculated by dividing the number of failures by operation time.

To assess safeguardability on a pyroprocessing facility, it is imperative to test various

facility designs. Material throughput for two different facility designs were simulated

based on Figure 1.4: the ‘baseline design (Design A)’ and the ‘equipment design (Design

B).’ Design B was with KMP1 removal. From a qualitative perspective, Design A was

intended to exhibit stronger safeguardability because each vertex is its own MBA, while

for Design B, the removal of KMP1 was intended to maximize material throughput.

Optimization of each is the basis for a highly safeguardable facility. Operation periods

were simulated for 1000 times, 2000 times, and 3000 times, and the average output

values with standard deviations were calculated for both designs.

1.6 Results and Discussion

1.6.1 System Output

It was determined that 1000 simulations were large enough to achieve convergence in

the output data. Results are presented as the average values with standard deviations

over the 1000 simulations. Figure 1.5 shows the melter failure probabilities for both
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designs. The simulated melter failure probabilities shown in Figure 1.5 for Design A and

Design B are essentially equal at 0.150 ± 0.013. This shows that the subsequent results

are not a function of melter failure, and therefore, safeguardability is not a function

of the choice of equipment and only based on material flow and design. Therefore,

from this result, the code is producing results consistent with the physical conditions

established in this study.

Figure 1.5: Simulated melter failure probability. The simulated melter failure proba-
bilities for Design A and Design B are equal at 0.150 ± 0.013. This shows that the
subsequent results are not a function of melter failure.

The average completed fuel fabrication campaigns are shown in Figure 1.6. The

average number of campaigns of Design A is calculated as 229 ± 4.2, and that of Design

B is 229 ± 4.1. This indicates that the proposed designs do not affect operational goals.

The false alarm probability of Design A and that of Design B are also effectively similar,

as shown in Figure 1.7. The false alarm probability of Design A is given as 0.019 ±
0.007 and that of Design B is 0.019 ± 0.008. This is considerably less than the typical

IAEA recommended goal of 0.05. After the 250 day operations, the average amounts

of processed material for Design A and Design B are 4568 ± 84.2 kg and 4570 ± 83.0

kg, respectively, shown in Figure 1.8.
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Figure 1.6: Simulated number of completed campaigns. The average number of cam-
paigns of Design A is 229 ± 4.2, and that of Design B is 229 ± 4.1. These proposed
designs do not affect operational goals, but these results also indicate that the designs
are essentially equivalent.

Figure 1.7: Simulated false alarm probability. The false alarm probability of Design
A is 0.019 ± 0.007, and that of Design B is 0.019 ± 0.008. Again, these values are
less than the typical IAEA recommended goal of 0.05. A low false alarm probability
with a reasonably high detection probability is a proposed criteria for safeguardability
assessment and indicative of a strong, safeguardable design.
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Figure 1.8: Simulated amount of processed material at the end of the operational period.
The amount of processed material for Design A is 4568 ± 84.2 kg and for Design B,
it is 4570 ± 83.0 kg. There are currently no operational goals for the pyroprocessing
facility, but this will have to be optimized with safeguardability.

Figure 1.9: Simulated inventory difference. The inventory difference for Design A is
0.868 ± 1.152 kg, and for Design B, it is 0.940 ± 1.189 kg. Both of these designs offer
strong safeguardability. The ID is well below the 8 kg for a significant quantity for
plutonium for both, and the SEIDs for both are below the 2.4 kg based on suggested
IAEA goals.
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1.6.2 Inventory Difference

The inventory differences for Design A and Design B are shown in Figure 1.9. The

simulated ID of Design A is 0.868 ± 1.152 kg, and that of Design B is 0.940 ± 1.189 kg.

This indicates that both Design A and Design B are relatively safeguardable designs.

The ID for each design is well below 1 SQ of 8 kg for plutonium, and the simulated

SEIDs are below the 2.4 kg limit previously discussed.

To further examine the implications of SEID on safeguardability, Equation 1.1 is ap-

plied. Here, for α, the simulated false alarm probability of 0.019 ± 0.008 is substituted.

Because it is essentially equal for both designs, the simulated false alarm probability

with the higher standard deviation is used as a conservative estimate. Detection proba-

bilities (1 - β) of 0.90 and 0.95 were selected. Appropriate design approaches can render

decisions by the State to initiate a diversion attempt to be strategically poor because

the detection probability is reflective of a State decision. A detection probability of

0.90 is considered a reasonable lower bound for study of this system. The SQ is 8

kg for plutonium. Therefore, the SEID in Equation 1.1 (σ) can be obtained directly.

These calculations are contained in Table 1.2, where the IAEA goal of SEID = 2.4 kg

is included for reference, as well as the SEID of 2.7 kg for α = 0.05 and 1 - β = 0.90.

Clearly, for the simulated false alarm probability range, the calculated SEIDs shown

in Table 1.2 ranging from 2.03 kg to 2.38 kg fall below the IAEA goal of SEID = 2.4

kg, except in the one instance of 2.49 kg. However, the value of 2.49 kg falls below the

calculated limit of 2.7 kg. Even though there are no current IAEA goals on safeguards

for the advanced fuel cycle, the simulations and related calculations are on par with the

suggested IAEA goals previously discussed. This shows that the use of the false alarm

probability offers merit as a safegurdability assessment metric.

Table 1.2: Calculated standard errors of inventory difference using Equation 1.1
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More importantly, the simulated SEIDs of 1.152 kg and 1.189 kg for Design A and

Design B respectively, are far below the calculated SEIDs. Both designs are highly

safeguardable and therefore could be prohibitive for State-driven attempts at material

diversion even at a detection probability of 0.90. Yet at the same time, these facility

designs showed that approximately 4500 kg of material could be processed. This model

can offer the capabilities of optimizing operational goals with an assessment of design

in terms of safeguardability. This is a significant result for safeguardability assessment.

Applying the false alarm probability to safeguardability assessment in this way is a valu-

able, preliminary effort into developing a safeguards- and security-by-design approach

for a commercial pyroprocessing facility.

1.6.3 Functional Design Components and Preliminary Safeguardability

Assessment

Ultimately, the intent is to use this model in order to assess proposed facility designs

and offer functional design components to enhance safeguardability. To this end, Design

A was expected to be a highly safeguardable design, due to a key measurement point

after each vertex and a material balance after the product was stored in the final vertex.

Design B was expected to exhibit a higher throughput with the removal of KMP1 but

potentially be less safeguardable.

Essentially, Design A and Design B processed about the same amount of material

over the operational period. In Design A, a MBA was established for each process step,

and for Design B, the melting and trimming processes were included in a single MBA.

Ideally, maximizing material balance calculations will produce a strong, safeguardable

facility. With no appreciable changes in the false alarm probability and the quantity of

processed material, both Design A and Design B can be applied to this system without

sacrificing operational goals. Therefore, these results show that there is almost no

difference in terms of safeguardability between Design A and Design B; i.e., these are

equivalent designs based on the conditions established for this proposed facility. This is

still a meaningful result and a good application of this model. In reality, two proposed

designs might look different where one carries a much higher cost. The model can show

that the designs are in actuality equivalent and provide a nominal economic tool.

The simulated SEIDs for both designs fell well below the calculated SEIDs, even for

the lower bound detection probability of 0.90. When instituting safeguards measures

in a new facility, the use of the lower detection probability may result in less overall
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cost. IAEA does not currently have safeguards goals for advanced nuclear fuel handling

facilities, and this result could be the basis for new evaluations of safeguards between

IAEA and the host State. In essence, this could be similar conceptually to ALARA,

where an economic limitation is placed on the quantitative reduction in radiation ex-

posure. Increasing the detection probability in the safeguards system from 0.90 to 0.95

may be cost prohibitive and potentially not necessary if SEID simulations can be shown

to fall below projections obtained from Equation 1.1. Clearly, this is also based on a

simulated low false alarm probability as was the case in this study.

1.7 Future Work

The results in this study lead to substantial upcoming work. Near term activities

will focus on three overall features: (1) measurement and accounting, (2) building in

practicality, and (3) integrating the chemistry and physics that govern these processes

through mathematical modeling. Currently, the model has not been developed to the

point of being usable as a tool for major design approaches for the full pyroprocessing

facility. However, these results are promising in the development of a robust manner in

which safeguardability can be assessed within the context of facility design in its current

form. Upgrades to the model will focus on a more accurate simulation of the safeguards

system and NMA, as well as operational considerations, which affect safeguardability

assessment.

1.7.1 Measurement and Accounting

Activities at the KMPs require further development. This includes the removal

of different KMPs, investigating changes in parameters (such as the uncertainty of

the KMP measurement), the ID inspection at each KMP, and changes in the weight

threshold on operational goals. Currently, only a weight measurement is simulated at

the KMP. If the U and TRU ingots could be melted to produce a homogenous mixture,

then it may be possible to use neutron counting after the melting process. This could

be upon transfer of the injected molds to the trimmer or after slug trimming. This

would be at KMP1 and KMP2 in Figure 1.4. In terms of configuration of KMPs in

the system; i.e., examining the possible formations of MBAs, observing how system

parameters are affected will yield further insight into safeguardability. Whether it is

more prudent to minimize the number of KMPs, but not necessarily the number of

material balance calculations will also be considered. There may be centrally located
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assay station(s) in order to conduct the measurements. Therefore, it may be possible

to enhance operational goals while maintaining strong safeguards.

As part of an NMA system, DA should also be considered. For fuel fabrication,

if there is a storage buffer of fabricated slugs, as presented in the current model, in

which the next stage would be assembling the fuel rods, it is reasonable that DA could

be performed at this point in the system, where slugs would be presumably chosen at

random for assay. DA would be needed to address inhomogeneity of processed materials.

Therefore, DA would not cause an operational disruption because the slugs are already

stored in the buffer. Additional analysis is needed to determine if the destroyed material

is a diversion risk, or how much of a risk it is in comparison to other potential diversion

pathways in the facility. The NMA system will also have to include accounting for the

SNM content in tested material. The final state of the tested material would need to

be considered. An operator would want to process as much material as possible and

might want to recycle the material back into the melter, rather than outright disposal,

but the composition of the melt is prescribed. New procedures would then be needed

to address recycle in this manner. The material could still be stored and monitored

relatively long-term in a separate, dedicated buffer.

1.7.2 Practical Use of the Model

Every effort was made to build a practical model, compiled over several years of

study, but there could be more robust input data. Currently, assumed parameters

were used, as previously discussed in Section 1.5, in order to test the model, analyze

its performance, and determine directions for the next phase of development. It was

established that the model described the physical conditions established for this study,

which is important, and, that the results showed the proposed designs under these

conditions were equivalent, which partially supports the hypothesis set at the start of

this study. Process loss in the trimmer was neglected. The physical material in this

process will be fine particulates of metal. Quantifying the amount of this material as

well as determining how much material can be cleaned will be challenging. If a suitable

model can be developed, or more reliable data can be obtained to include process loss

in the trimmer, then the model should again be applied to assess Design A and Design

B in terms of safeguardability.

Historical operational data is currently lacking. However, injecting casting, as an

industrial process, has been used for decades. Applying operational data from an anal-
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ogous process to the injection casting process of the U and TRU metal to this pyro-

processing system model would be fairly useful, from a risk assessment perspective, in

terms of failure modes and associated failure rates. Recent dissemination of this work

for the first time [59] has generated interest in further discussions on this work and

could help address this issue. Engaging with other experts in this field has been an

ongoing process, and additional solicitation of expert judgement would be beneficial.

Failure rates for both the melter and the trimmer are needed, as well as processing

times and determination of held up material for both. More accurate processing times

will elicit a clearer conclusion in terms of operational goals. In reality, there are mul-

tiple failure modes for the equipment, and an envelope of the most common modes

should be developed. A parallel study is focused on developing a high-level hazard and

operability (HAZOP) analysis for the pyroprocessing facility in order to better under-

stand operational considerations and equipment failure modes. Therefore, with more

robust input data and improved engineering design, as discussed in Section 1.7.3, the

safeguardability of a facility design with operational goals can be optimized, and the

outcomes put forth under HRS can be achieved.

1.7.3 Engineering Design

Results from this study were not exactly as expected. Our hypothesis asked whether

the false alarm probability can be used as a metric to evaluate system designs in terms of

safeguardability. Because no studies have been formulated in this way, there is not really

any additional guidance on how to proceed. The results show that the proposed designs

themselves are equivalent, but there needs to be more insight into actually quantifying

safeguardability in a meaningful way that is readily acceptable. The engineering design

aspect of this study needed to be stronger, and in the next build of the code, more

demonstrably different designs will be considered.

1.7.4 Complementary Approaches

The next phase of model development beyond bulk material flow, as presented here,

will be to integrate the chemical and physical processes governing the fuel fabrication

subsystems; i.e., applying the bottom-up approach to the system model. DES is a useful

modeling structure to this end because mathematical models that describe these pro-

cesses can be built into the appropriate vertices. For example, with injection casting,

the melting process is modeled as the classical Stefan problem found in heat trans-
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fer. With these upcoming accomplishments, the model can be expanded for the full

pyroprocessing system.

Finally, when this model achieves a reasonable level of maturity, it can be validated

against similar models in the literature; e.g., most notably, the model developed by

Cipiti et al. [44], but other published work as well. Validation will aid in expand-

ing this DES model significantly and provide meaningful insight into safeguardability

assessment.

1.8 Summary Remarks

The design of a safeguardable facility in the advanced fuel cycle will involve opti-

mization of operational goals with accurate NMA. This paper presented the first built

material throughput model for the fuel fabrication in a commercial pyroprocessing fa-

cility by applying discrete event simulation principles. The goal was to determine

how established safeguards metrics, namely, the false alarm probability, can be used

for quantitative safeguardability assessment. An initial criterion was proposed that

a safeguardable facility would elicit a lower number probability of false alarms while

maintaining a reasonably high detection probability when comparing different facility

designs. False alarms in the facility occur due to safeguards, safety, and security events.

Therefore, a quantitative safeguardability assessment can yield important design infor-

mation.

The material throughput model simulated fuel fabrication campaigns over a 250 day

operational period for two different designs, one to maximize safeguards, the other to

maximize material throughput. The main implications from the simulations are:

• Results described the physical conditions established for this study, and the model

is performing as expected.

• Major system output parameters are not demonstrably different over each de-

sign. Therefore, operational goals are not affected, and the designs are essentially

equivalent in terms of safeguardability.

• The simulated standard error of the inventory difference obtained for each design

fell well below that calculated from the standard, mathematical relationship used

for safeguards. This suggests the system could detect a diversion attempt reliably.

• The simulated standard error of the inventory difference is sufficiently low as to

potentially lower the current IAEA goal for detection probability, thus offering a
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less costly approach to establishing the safeguards system in the facility. It would

not be prudent at this time to establish a criteria for safeguardability assessment

based on the SEID because there are no current IAEA goals for the advanced fuel

cycle. As this model matures, new criteria may come to light within this context.

Near-term work will focus on addressing modeling limitations, such as obtaining

input data, studying failure modes for the equipment, and integrating the chemical and

physical processes into the model. Further DES modeling in this way is applicable to

a pyroprocessing facility due to the batch nature of subsystems processing, including

transfers between subsystems, and salt recycle. Additionally, once facility data can

be obtained; e.g., equipment reliability, maintenance times, etc., DES can be used to

identify locations where bottlenecks will occur and material throughput is held up. This

will further inform facility design by suggesting hot cell configurations where bottlenecks

can be minimized, while enhancing safeguardability. With no current goals for the Type

I error probability, there is wide latitude in the development of possible design strategies

for a design-driven, safeguardable model for a pyroprocessing facility.
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Chapter 2: Sensitivity analysis and application of advanced nu-

clear accounting methodologies on the high reliabil-

ity safeguards model: use of discrete event simula-

tion for material throughput in fuel fabrication

Submitted to Nuclear Engineering and Design and under review

2.1 Abstract

Our overall research objective has been to develop a high reliability safeguards model

for a full, commercial-scale pyroprocessing facility based on the fundamental principle

of safeguards-by-design. To this end, a quantitative safeguards model with the metric

of false alarm probability has successfully been developed for the fuel fabrication pro-

cess to the point of being useful and flexible in practical nuclear material accounting,

particularly with weight measurements. Fuel fabrication was selected for study because

a large amount of special nuclear material is included in this process. The current

model allows for adding key measurement points (KMPs) or sub-processes, and it up-

dates an inventory difference calculation at each KMP. A facility design (the baseline

design) including a KMP between the melting and trimming processes produced much

less products than the equipment design without the same KMP given the same desired

false alarm probability of 0.05, which is the IAEA recommended goal. Therefore, the

operator will prefer to have the equipment design to process more material while the

baseline design can tell the exact location at which a diversion has attempted. In this

paper, a sensitivity analysis has been developed for various facility parameters, such

as false alarm probability, melter failure rate, alarm threshold at each KMP, etc., to

observe how they result in the productivity of operation. With a larger false alarm

probability compared to 0.05, much less material had been processed. In addition, if

the melter failed more often than once per month, less material was processed. Changes

related to the heel amount accumulated in the melter did not affect the number of cam-

paigns because the model correspondingly calculates the alarm thresholds to achieve

the same desired false alarm probabilities. If different false alarm probabilities were set

up for the installed KMPs, then safeguards on each sub-process unit in a pyroprocessing

facility would effectively be applied. In addition, the functionality of random sampling

for physical or interim inventory verification was tested.
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2.2 Introduction

2.2.1 Need for a New Safeguards Approach

Pyroprocessing is a promising alternative to aqueous nuclear reprocessing technolo-

gies. It extracts actinides and other fission products to reduce the toxicity of spent

nuclear fuel, or recovers U/TRU for further fuel production for an advanced nuclear

system. This method is a ‘dry’ process and adds an additional barrier to nuclear prolif-

eration since there exists no separation of pure Pu stream [60]. Use of safeguards applied

for traditional aqueous reprocessing facilities to pyroprocessing is questionable due to

the following reasons: (1) The aqueous reprocessing technologies, such as the PUREX

process, have the advantage of using the accountability tanks, where inventories can

be recorded by sampling of homogeneous solutions by either destructive analysis (DA)

or non-destructive assay (NDA). However, for pyroprocessing, special nuclear fuel is

dissolved in electrolytes, and sampling the salts may not provide accurate inventory

measures due to dynamic chemical processes involved and the heterogeneity of process-

ing materials. (2) Resetting inventory is not feasible for pyroprocessing because flushing

out the electrolytes containing actinides is not achievable. Therefore, implementation of

distinctive, strong safeguards is imperative to detect diversion of significant quantities

(SQ) of nuclear material [12] in the pyroprocessing facility. If a State attempts to divert

nuclear material to create nuclear weapons, the installed safeguards regime is expected

to deter this action. The following is a new approach introduced to assure robust safe-

guards because the previously established safeguards for aqueous reprocessing facilities,

considering traditional fuel types, are not suitable anymore.

2.2.2 Safeguards-by-design Modeling Approach

One such approach to the pyroprocessing facility is to apply the principles of

safeguards-by-design, also often referred to as safeguardability. We use these terms in-

terchangeably in this paper. Safeguards-by-design seeks to integrate safeguards, safety,

and security as a facility design strategy. A safeguards-by-design approach is practical

to apply safeguards features into the nuclear facilities at the early stage of process de-

sign [61]. It helps to determine where proper safeguards activities must be performed

relevant to potential plant designs, brings economic incentives reducing the capital costs

of design features and safeguards implementation, and facilitates effective international

safeguards implementation [62]. In fact, the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
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(KAERI) has addressed the application of the safeguards-by-design concept to a py-

roprocessing facility [46]. The safeguards-by-design approach is readily applicable to a

commercial pyroprocessing facility because one has not yet been built, nor are there any

formalized International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) goals for its safeguards. This

allows for a broad latitude in formulating design approaches to model a safeguardable

facility. To this end, the High Reliability Safeguards (HRS) methodology addresses

the safeguardability of advanced fuel cycle concepts, in this case, for a pyroprocessing

facility [5], [6]. HRS focuses on approaches to safeguardability that are design-driven.

The fundamental principle is to offer design approaches to pyroprocessing facilities that

can readily accommodate the application of IAEA safeguards.

Since there is no experience operating a commercial-scale pyroprocessing facility, ap-

plying the principles of safeguardability is pragmatic to optimize system designs. There-

fore, Lee et al. [63] presented the first-build of a model based on the safeguards-by-design

concept that includes material throughput and is flexible in terms of accommodating

multiple facility designs, where each can be tested in terms of safeguardability. The

fuel fabrication process was modeled because this contains the highest content of spe-

cial nuclear material (SNM) in the system. The Type I error [11] is used as a preliminary

means of safeguardability quantification. Currently, the model focuses on application

of traditional nuclear material accounting (NMA) concepts, but the long-term vision is

to model a full pyroprocessing system and add corresponding NDA and DA methods

for individual sub-processes. These techniques will be developed into the model as it

progresses.

2.3 Background

2.3.1 Traditional NMA Methodologies used for Reference Safeguards

The international safeguards placed on the Rokkasho reprocessing plant, under the

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and Additional Protocol, can be a reference for safe-

guarding future reprocessing plants [64]. Its accountancy structure has been imple-

mented by dividing the facility into several different material balance areas (MBAs) [65].

The monthly interim inventory verification (IIV) and the physical inventory verification

(PIV) apply a statistical random sampling of vessels containing SNM. Besides, based

on the conceptual design of the Advanced Fuel Cycle Facility (AFCF), Durst et al. [64]

suggests that PIV is planned to randomly verify fuel defects for the spent fuel storage,
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and mass balance monitors SNM movement throughout the facility operation.

2.3.2 Non-destructive Assay, Destructive Assay, and Advanced NMA

Methods

Although implementation of NDA or DA is not applied to the current model yet,

we have suggested its conceptual approaches in advance, which will be useful for fur-

ther developing the safeguards model for the full-scale pyroprocessing facility. We have

determined DAs for the completely processed fuel rods in the product storage, part of

fuel fabrication [63], and specific KMP locations for NMA using 244Cm/Pu ratio and

neutron coincidence counting, weight measurement, etc. We concluded that some DAs

may be necessary given the operational deviations derived by the hazard and operabil-

ity (HAZOP) analysis for head-end processes [66]. However, frequent DA of nuclear

material may affect the facility operation goal by adding time lags, which may affect

the overall process efficiency [67]. In addition, NDA of neutron coincidence counting

might not fit for electrorefining due to the heterogeneity of materials, and different

Pu/Cm ratios in the salt and cathode deposit [45] although experimental verification

is needed. While neutron coincidence counting might still be useful [64], [68], some ad-

vanced NMA methods such as process monitoring, near-real-time accounting (NRTA),

or signature based safeguards [67], [69] can also compensate drawbacks of traditional

NMA. For instance, real-time process monitoring considers process data, such as cell

current and cathode potential, to monitor cathode deposition and Pu in the salt [70].

2.3.3 Application of Various NMA Methods for Safeguardability in Fuel

Fabrication

Here, we turn to the fuel fabrication process. Our current model includes KMPs,

which can physically measure material weights. Other traditional NMA methods intro-

duced as the reference safeguards approach in Section 2.3.1 are also built into the model.

In addition, NDA might be possible for the homogeneous U/TRU metal, and DA may

be useful with the processed fuel pellets (details about these are shown in Section 2.3.2).

Since only physical changes of nuclear material are expected in the fuel fabrication pro-

cess (unlike head-end processes, which involve complex chemical changes), traditional

NMA methods were applied to develop the first framework of the safeguards model.

NRTA was also used to reduce extensive reporting of inventory changes [71]; a frequent,
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sequential evaluation of ID is calculated upon KMP locations.

2.3.4 Advantages of a New, Particular Safeguards Model designed for

Fuel Fabrication

There have been substantial pyroprocessing process modeling studies on head-end

processes, particularly for electrorefining [44], [45], [60], [67], [72], [73], [74], [75], [76],

which tend to be proprietary and not accessible to the research community at large.

While the bottom-up perspective models are to estimate material amount in a spe-

cific unit, our model provides NRTA of material transfer throughout the operation,

incorporating fundamental concepts of safeguardability with a risk-informed approach.

Quantification of risk within the context of safeguardability is a unique feature, and

it will facilitate the eventual licensing process and the facility safety analysis. The

importance and relevance of our model to the field is in terms of supplementing tradi-

tional nuclear material control and accounting measures to improve performance of the

safeguards system.

2.4 Theoretical Concepts applied to the Model

2.4.1 Nuclear Material Accountancy

NMA is a conventional safeguards method for tracing nuclear material flow in fa-

cilities. With defined MBAs in the facility, changes in the nuclear material quantities

within specific periods are recorded [12]. Herein, multiple MBAs are useful to organize

separate activities in a bulk handling facility, and KMPs are at which nuclear material

can be measured to determine material flow or inventory. Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 show

the general overview of implementation of MBAs, and our model applies fundamental

NMA principles using different facility designs shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.1: The material balance concept. A material balance area can be defined
around one or multiple subprocesses. The material throughput (D) is calculated by
subtracting the receipts (R) by the shipments (S). The initial inventory (Io) and the
final inventory (I1) are used to calculate ID for a MBA containing inventories.

Figure 2.2: Subdivision of material balance areas. Accumulated sequential IDs get
compared with the alarm threshold of 2.4 kg every campaign. If the accumulated data
is above the threshold, an alarm is raised, and the operation stops. The current model
does not involve material transfer yet after the alarm rise, but it stops the facility
operation. MBAs storing inventories are excluded for this calculation, and only mid-
processes get accounted for.
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Figure 2.3a

Figure 2.3b
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Figure 2.3: DES modeling framework for fuel fabrication.

Baseline Design: A MBA is installed for each sub-process, and a KMP is located right
after every process. Only weight measurement is performed at KMPs, and ID can
be calculated by subtracting the measured batch weight at the previous KMP by the
measured batch weight at a current KMP. The solid arrows represent material flows
while the dashed arrow is for handling material in the planning phase. Now, no material
gets moved to the MBA installed around maintenance. If the melter fails, both the batch
and the heel are moved to the recycle storage. At KMP3, ID can be calculated in two
different ways since the material might be going towards the recycle storage, or it may
be heading back to the melter. Additionally, if ID at each KMP is above a threshold,
the material is moved to the recycle storage for further testings.

Equipement Design: Only one MBA is installed around both the melter and the trim-
mer. KMP1 previously installed between the melter and the trimmer is removed, and
other conditions follow the same as ones that are for the baseline design.

2.4.2 Inventory Difference and False Alarm Probability

Material balance evaluation is imperative to assure if there exists a possible missing

material, and this works only with bulk material handling processes [12]. If the begin-

ning inventory and the material throughput during a period are equal to the ending

inventory, which is an ideal case, ID must be zero. However, due to uncertainties in

measurements or material losses, actual ID values would seldomly be zero in reality [77].

ID is defined as Equation 2.1 below [11], [12], [78], [79].

ID = I0 +D − I1, (2.1)

where I0 = beginning physical inventory at t = t0, I1 = ending physical inventory

at t = t1, D = material throughput across the material balance area over a given

time period. This is depicted in Figure 2.1. Herein, we apply statistical concepts to

prove if the concept of a false alarm probability can be used as a quantitative metric for

implementation of safeguards on a metallic fuel fabrication facility. ID can be compared

with an alarm threshold to raise a false alarm [79]. The alarm limit can be n ¯σID, where

n is the desired false alarm rate, and ¯σID is a good estimate of σID [78], [80]. The

false alarm rate can be obtained from z-values listed in the z-table constructed for a

normal distribution [81]. We assume a Gaussian distribution of ID values, and without

a material loss, ID ∼ N(0, σID), which represents the normal distribution of ID values
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with mean of ‘0’ and standard deviation of σID.

The concept of ‘propagation of error (variance)’ is applied to determine the expected

ID uncertainties [79]. Our model covers two cases for the expected ID uncertainty

calculation; a MBA with a random material loss or without random losses. Before the

calculation of ‘propagation of error,’ both ‘random’ and ‘systematic’ errors must be

considered to bring precise combined standard uncertainties for weight measurements.

Since these two input values do not affect each other, their covariance becomes zero.

Therefore, the combined standard deviation can be calculated by Equation 2.2 [82],

[83], [84], [85].

σc
2 = σr

2 + σs
2

σc =
√
σr2 + σs2,

(2.2)

where σr = random error, and σs = systematic error. Here, Zhao et al. [85] proposes the

relative random and systematic uncertainties in the unit of percentage for bulk mass

measurement. They are given as 0.05% using an electronic balance or a load-cell based

weighing system. Thus, a combined uncertainty for the weight measurement performed

at a specific KMP can be calculated and applied to the model given an unique batch

weight.

Assuming that a batch is passed through the MBAs determined for the melter

and the trimmer, and no materials get stored in them (in other words, there are no

inventories at the beginnings and the ends of time intervals), ID = D since I0 and I1

are equal to zero. The model calculates ID at the KMPs installed before and after the

process in a MBA (Figure 2.1). In other words, ID is calculated by subtracting material

receipts by removals. Now, if no material loss is assumed in a MBA, Equation 2.1 can

be simplified as below.

ID = R (receipts)− S (shipment) (2.3)

Therefore, the error propagation can be calculated by

σT
2 = σR

2 + σS
2 − 2σRS

σT =
√
σR2 + σS2 − 2σRS,

(2.4)

where σR = measurement error from a batch receipt, σS = measurement error from

a batch shipment, and σRS = covariance between two random measurements. Now,

σRS is equal to zero because the receipt and shipment measurements are independent
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events. Consequently,

σT =
√
σR2 + σS2 (2.5)

If there is a material loss due to hold-up materials, ID can be calculated by Equation

2.6.

ID = R (receipts)− S (shipment)−∆ (material loss). (2.6)

We also treat R, S, and ∆ to be independent random variables [11], and a material loss

can be estimated from precedent engineering studies. Therefore, the error propagation

is shown in Equation 2.7.

σT =
√
σR2 + σS2 + σ∆

2, (2.7)

where σ∆ = uncertainty associated with a material loss. Therefore, the model calculates

the expected uncertainties of ID using Equation 2.5 and Equation 2.7 [78], and different

false alarm rates process various amounts of products at the end of one year operation.

‘Type I error’ states that there exists a missing nuclear material; in fact, no diversion

has occurred [11]. In statistical term, the null hypothesis, H0 : E(ID) = 0, is assumed

to be true, and its rejection occurs. The probability of this rejection is represented as

a false alarm probability (α) shown in Equation 2.8.

α := prob {ID > s | H0}, (2.8)

where the significance threshold(s) can be an expected uncertainty (σ̄T ) or a multiple of

it. The significance level (α) is usually set at 0.05 (5%) or less, and the confidence level

(1 − α), which represents the probability of containing the true value of a statistical

parameter, is expected to be 0.95 (95%) or more [12]. In case of ‘Type II error’, no

diversion is indicated while an actual diversion has occurred. A non-detection proba-

bility (β) indicates that the alternative hypothesis (H1) is not true; in fact, it is true.

The alternative hypothesis is defined to be H1 : E(ID) = M , where M is the amount

assumed to be missing. The non-detection probability is described as

β := prob {ID ≤ s | H1}, (2.9)

Detection probability (1 − β), false alarm probability, amount (M) assumed to be

diverted, and standard error of ID establish a relation derived below (Equation 2.10).

Φ−1(1− α) + Φ−1(1− β) =
M

σID
, (2.10)
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where Φ−1 is the inverse Gaussian function. The significance threshold (alarm threshold)

can also be set up as one significant quantity (SQ) of SNM. One SQ is the amount of

nuclear material for which the possibility of fabricating a nuclear weapon can not be

disregarded [12]. Particularly, for Pu, one SQ is 8 kg. In this case, with the detection

probability of 0.95 and the false alarm probability of 0.05, the standard deviation of

inventory difference of 2.4 kg is allowed based on Equation 2.10.

Sequential IDs can also be accumulated throughout the facility (Figure 2.2). A

physical count of the vessels containing nuclear material takes a large amount of time

to investigate the whole facility. Therefore, for frequent calculation of accumulated

sequential IDs, MBAs installed around physical inventories are excluded due to the

time constraints. When E(Si) = E(Ri+1) for i = 1, · · ·, n − 1, addition of sequential

IDs can be represented as

Σn
i=1IDi = Σn

i=1I0i +R1 − Sn − Σn
i=1I1i, (2.11)

where R1 is the initial receipts of the first MBA, and Sn is the final shipments of the

last MBA [11]. For the MBAs across the melter and the trimmer, physical inventories

are equal to zero (I02, I12, I03, I13 = 0). In reality, KMPs must be installed in front of

the storage buffer and after the product storage to measure R1 and Sn. However, as

mentioned before, physical inventory terms are not considered for frequent calculation

of accumulated sequential IDs. Therefore, individual inventory differences are simply

added and compared with the alarm threshold to prevent nuclear diversion attempts.

ΣID = ID1 + ID2 + ID3 + · · · (2.12)

2.4.3 Physical Inventory and Interim Inventory Verification

Inventories likely contain large quantities of nuclear material, and the IAEA in-

spectors might have to select a sample size of the population rather than measuring

and counting all the sealed containers in the storages. For PIV and IIV, the sample

size, which can represent properties of all items in a population, is determined using

Equation 2.13 under the principle of ‘random sampling’ [12].

n = N(1− β
x
M ) (2.13)
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where N is the total population, and x̄ is the average weight of items. A significant

quantity of 8 kg of Pu is used for M , and the detection probability (1-β) is 0.95. The

selected samples will be used for further DA or NDA tests.

2.5 Model Description

The model initially developed in Lee et al. [63] is based on a discrete event simulation

(DES) framework. The concept of DES was initially applied to the model because

sub-processes in the pyroprocessing facility are batch-type, and material transfers are

performed in bulk form. A DES model monitors operations as a discrete sequences

of processes. NRTA is incorporated through the use of a DES model, which involves

nuclear accounting techniques applicable during operation without the facility shutdown

and cleanout [86]. Measurements are currently only performed on the KMPs. In this

work, the model has undergone more sophisticated upgrades in order to incorporate

the design principles inherent in the concept of safeguardability. See Section 2.7 for the

upgrades.

2.5.1 Fuel Fabrication Description

Understanding the fuel fabrication sub-processes is necessary to specify KMP loca-

tions and MBAs for developing a safeguardability model. This is discussed in detail

in Lee et al. [63] and briefly summarized here to provide context. We have assumed

that metallic fuel slugs are fabricated by injection casting. Injection casting first melts

ingots of nuclear material in a crucible. Next, quartz molds are inserted into the ho-

mogeneously mixed molten metal alloy, and a vacuum is induced to draw the molten

material into quartz molds. Some material may remain in a crucible, and it is called

the ‘heel.’ Metal slugs are then produced through the trimming process by shearing

and breaking the molds. Finally, in our model, the fuel slugs are stored in a product

storage buffer. In the full commercial-scale facility, the slugs would be transferred for

subsequent processing into fuel rods.

2.5.2 Object-oriented Programming

A major upgrade to the model involves the application of object-oriented program-

ming. Figure 2.4 shows hierarchical inheritance of the safeguards model. Its architec-

ture is described here as part of the current work. Object-oriented principles follow well
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with batch-type processes and the DES modeling framework since an object created by

a class can accept a batch, act on it accordingly, and pass it to the next object. Mul-

tiple subclasses inherit the properties and behaviors from a base class [87], [88], [89].

In our model, a facility command module controls the logic flow of the program run.

It creates its own objects and modifies the material flow by accessing other classes’

attributes and behaviors. For instance, there exist subclasses defined for sub-processes

in a fuel fabrication facility, which correspond to each vertex: storage buffer, melter,

trimmer, product storage, and recycle storage. Now, in the current work to upgrade the

model, one facility command class controls the full material flow. In this case, any sub-

processes or KMPs can simply be implemented or discarded. The base class is called

the facility component class, which carries the functions to check if the melter failed or

not, to log the material flow and increment the operation time. It also initializes a data

output object to record the output data in a certain format. These inclusive functions

are inherited by other subclasses.

Figure 2.4: Architecture of hierarchical inheritance. Other than subclasses for sub-
processes in the fuel fabrication process, the key measurement point class and the edge
transition class also inherit functionalities from the facility component class. Major
methods and attributes for each class are described above.
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2.5.2.1 Key Measurement Point

Several ‘alarm threshold’ functions are defined in the KMP class because the ex-

pected standard deviation is individually calculated at each KMP to adhere the false

alarm probability; i.e., changing the physical values for the relative random and sys-

tematic errors associated with weight measurements does not influence the desired false

alarm probability. We prescribe a false alarm probability of 0.05 in the model, in line

with current IAEA safeguards goals [12]. Though, users can easily change the false

alarm probability by modifying the false alarm rate. The KMP class also includes

functions for ID calculation given different KMP identifiers.

2.5.2.2 Other Major Functions and Variables

Overall ‘process batch’ functions process a batch corresponding to sub-processes’

purposes. The edge transition class moves a batch from vertex to vertex. The trimmer

does not include any physical changes of SNM, and only weight measurements are

performed before and after this process. ‘Store batch’ functions defined in the recycle

storage class are for storing material. The batch and the heel might move back to

the melter after maintenance while some transferred material due to a false alarm

must be stored in the recycle storage temporarily for further inspection. Although

‘measured inventory’ for the recycle storage does not get updated (only needed for

inventory verification in future), its true inventory data is logged when the material

comes in. Currently, the functionality of measuring inventories is successfully applied

for both the storage buffer and the product storage.

2.5.3 Model Space

In the model space, we assume a single batch of nuclear material. In DES parlance,

the model consists of five vertices: (1) storage buffer, (2) melter, (3) trimmer, (4)

product storage, and (5) recycle storage. A batch passes through each vertex, and

KMPs perform measurements to determine material flow. Hold-up material exists in

the melter, and it is treated as a material loss. We currently assume there is no material

loss in the trimmer. The false alarm probability is applied using the ID calculation with

the mean of ‘0’ given that the amount of heel is accounted for [90].
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2.5.4 Baseline Design and Equipement Design

Consequently, our model addresses two conceptual facility designs with different

KMP locations and MBA specifications. Figure 2.3a and 2.3b show the ‘baseline design’

and the ‘equipment design,’ respectively. The baseline design includes KMP 0, 1, 2,

3 and five different MBAs installed around storage buffer, melter, trimmer, product

storage, and recycle storage. In case of the equipment design, KMP1 is removed, which

means only one MBA is proposed for both the melter and the trimmer. The current

model adds the functionality of ID calculation at each KMP while the previous version

only calculates IDs at the ends of campaigns.

2.6 Module Characterization

The model includes the input parameters based on prior study. Due to non-existence

of a commercial-scale pyroprocessing facility and a lack of historical engineering-scale

experiments, some parameters are assumed reasonably based on engineering judgement.

We assume that the facility operates about 250 days per year with a capacity factor of

0.7 [55]. One campaign is completed when a batch is passed from the storage buffer to

the product storage or the recycle storage. Table 2.1 shows the input parameters used

for the simulations, and they are very similar to the previous values provided by Lee et

al. [63].
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Table 2.1: Input parameters used for the simulations

*These values vary for corresponding sensitivity analyses. Section 2.7 shows different
input parameters used to observe different output data trends such as changes in the
amount of processed material.

2.6.1 Inventory Difference

A 20 kg batch is prepared in the storage buffer, and is passed to the KMP point to

measure its weight before going into the next vertex (sub-process). The current model

inspects ID at each KMP. KMP 0 does not calculate ID due to unknown information

of how the receipts for the storage buffer will be performed. When a false alarm is

raised because an ID is above the alarm threshold, the material is directly transferred

to the recycle storage. When the melter fails, the batch and the heel are combined, and

moved to the recycle storage. KMP 3 calculates ID whenever the material is passed

between the melter and the recycle storage. When its discrepancy is above the alarm

threshold, even after the melter is fixed, in this case, a new batch is prepared at the

storage buffer, and the previous batch is stored in the recycle storage. Heel is removed

from the melter every campaign so that the concept of ‘propagation of variance’ can be

applied. After accumulating sequential IDs in the whole facility, this is compared with

the typical IAEA goal of 2.4 kg, and if an alarm is raised, then the operation stops.
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2.6.2 State Variables

The state variable is the ‘true weight’ of material, and in reality, this value is never

known. The model accounts for ‘expected’, ‘measured’ weights not only the ‘true’

values. The previous model calculates measured weights by adding uncertainties on

the true weights. Now, ‘measured’ values are calculated by adding uncertainties on the

‘expected’ weights for application of the ID calculation with the mean of ‘0’ and the

standard deviation obtained by propagation of error. True weight of the batch is still

updated by true weight loss from heel left in the crucible.

The real data for individual uncertainties from KMP measurements and material

losses, is still needed. However, at the present stage, because the false alarm rates

are set in order to maintain the desired false alarm probabilities, future changes on

uncertainty values given the same facility input parameters shown in Table 1 would not

affect the material throughputs.

2.6.3 Melter

Heel stored in the crucible is cleaned out every campaign. The true weight is 250

± 100 g, and the expected batch weight is 19.75 kg after the melting process. Failure

check is performed for this process, and the failure routine is called when the melter

fails. Melter failure is nominally modeled assuming that the failure rate is constant

with time (in other words, equipment wear is neglected.) The Weibull distribution is

a widely known probability density function (pdf) of a Weibull random variable, and

its cumulative density function (cdf) provides the cumulative probability of equipment

failure before a specific time [57]. Since the shape parameter (k) is assumed to be 1,

the pdf is represented as the exponential distribution shown in Equation 2.14.

f(t) = λe−λt, t ≥ 0, (2.14)

where λ = rate parameter, and t = facility operation time. Herein, the concept of the

Monte Carlo method, which repeats random sampling to draw numerical solutions, is

applied to check if the melter failed or not. If a randomly generated number between 0

and 1 is less than or equal to the cdf value at a specific operation time, then the melter

failed (Equation 2.15).

F (t) = 1− e−λt, t ≥ 0, (2.15)

Also, whenever the melter fails, maintenance and the cleaning process are required.
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2.7 Results and Discussion

The simulation setup file created the corresponding input/output files in particular

directories. Input files in the library directory were adjusted to change facility operation

parameters before running the simulations. The execution file has been developed to run

total 1000 simulations of a 250-day operation because 1000 simulations are large enough

to achieve the convergence in the output data. The model was tested with desired false

alarm rates (false alarm probabilities), different KMP locations, measurement error

changes, particular melter failure rate parameters, and different heel amounts.

Upgrades on NMA include ease in adjusting KMP locations, ID calculation per-

formed at each KMP, and accumulation of sequential IDs every campaign. The alarm

threshold was set as 2.4 kg for total sequential IDs (from every campaign), and the

operation stopped when they exceeded the threshold. Two different facility designs

were tested to assess safeguardability of each, and they both had different numerical

values for alarm thresholds at KMPs to keep the same false alarm probability of 0.05 at

each KMP and overall. For instance, KMP 2 from the baseline design did not account

for the uncertainties due to material losses since they were neglected for the trimming

process. However, with the equipment design, KMP 2 accounted for the material loss

from heel since one MBA was installed for both the melter and the trimmer. Using the

false alarm rate of 1.645 provided the false alarm probability of 0.05.

2.7.1 Measurement & Inventory Difference Calculation (Unit Testing)

Before actual functions for ID calculation were added to the KMP class, the unit

testings were performed to verify if the concept of propagation of error can be success-

fully applied to bring the desired false alarm probabilities. The weight measurement of

a batch includes both the random and systematic errors. Since 0.05% of 20 kg (a batch

weight) was assumed to be a random or systematic error (0.01 kg), the combined stan-

dard deviation was calculated as 0.014 kg. Figure 2.5 shows how the measured weights

varied with the mean of 20 kg and the standard deviation of 0.014 kg. Figure 2.6 shows

the heel weight variation with the mean of 0.25 kg and the standard deviation of 0.1

kg. By using Equation 2.5 and 2.7, distribution of IDs at a KMP with a material loss

from heel and that without material losses are shown in Figure 2.7. Here, the alarm

thresholds were set different for ID calculation to keep the false alarm probability of

0.05 each.
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Figure 2.5: Gaussian distribution of weight measurements. A Gaussian distribution was
used to generate the randomly measured weights at any KMPs. This graph visualizes
how the measured weights varied at KMPs given the mean of 20 kg and the standard
deviation of 0.014 kg. The mean weights may be different from 20 kg depending on
KMP locations, especially if there is a material loss before the measurement. Also, in
reality, the relative random and systematic errors may be much larger than 0.05%.

Figure 2.6: Normal distribution of heel amounts. A normal distribution was assumed
for a heel left in the crucible. The mean of 0.25 kg and the standard deviation of 0.1
kg were used. The heel amount was modified to verify if the model can maintain the
desired false alarm probabilities.
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Figure 2.7: Normal distribution of IDs. The mean for ID values is 0, and the standard
deviation is 0.02 kg with no material losses, or 0.102 kg if the material loss is accounted
for.

2.7.2 Melter Failure

The cumulative density function using the failure rate parameter of 1/30 days for

50 days is shown in Figure 2.8. In the actual model, whenever the melter fails, the old

equipment was swapped with a new equipment, which means that the cdf discarded the

accumulated failure probability of the old melter and was reset for a new equipment.

When the operation time increases, the cumulative probability of melter failure increases

as shown by Equation 2.15.
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Figure 2.8: The probability density function and the cumulative density function for
melter failure. As the operation time increases, the equipment is likely to fail.

2.7.3 Baseline Design vs. Equipment Design

While the previous model calculated ID only at the end of campaign, now it happens

at every KMP. The false alarm probability of 0.05 was used for both designs, however,

the equipment design processed more material than the baseline design. When KMP

1 was removed, less material was passed to recycle storage, therefore, more products

were stored in the product storage (Figure 2.9a).
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Figure 2.9a: The baseline design processes the product of 4332 ± 81.8 kg while the
equipment design processes 4684 ± 75.5 kg. Equipment design can process more of 350
kg compared to the baseline design with the same false alarm probability of 5% at each
KMP.

Figure 2.9b: The average number of campaigns is 247 ± 3.2 for the baseline design
while that for the equipment design is 253 ± 2.8.
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Figure 2.9c: For both the baseline design and the equipment densign, the mean of false
alarm probabilities obtained from simulation at each KMP stays around 0.05.

Figure 2.9d: The average total numbers of melter failure during the operation time
are 35 and 36, respectively, for the baseline design and the equipment design. Both
standard deviations are about 3 times.

Figure 2.9: Baseline design vs. Equipment design

The equipment design processed 350 kg more material. By having the same false alarm

probability, which is a fairly strong safeguardable standard that IAEA recommended,

more than 17 batches were passed with the equipment design. Therefore, the equip-

ment design would be beneficial to optimize the operational goal, which is to maximize
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material throughput, and at the same time, a reasonably safeguardable design can be

implemented. Both designs are safeguardable in terms of the false alarm probabil-

ity, and the operator will prefer to have the equipment design to process more material

while the baseline design can exactly tell where a diversion had been attempted. At this

point, KMP locations for a commercial-scale fuel fabrication facility will be determined

by the negotiation between IAEA and a State. Figure 2.9b shows the average numbers

of campaigns for both designs, and the equipment design passed more campaigns since

material transfer scenarios without KMP1 introduced less average operation time to

complete a campaign. Individual false alarm probabilities and the overall false alarm

probabilities are shown in Figure 2.9c. We concluded that functionalities for ID cal-

culation were appropriately incorporated into our safeguards model because all these

false alarm probability values were fairly close to 0.05. The uncertainty associated with

KMP3 was larger than those at other KMPs, and it may be due to a small sample size.

Table 2.2 contains the actual output data. Additionally, the total numbers of melter

failure for the baseline design and the equipment design were relatively similar (Figure

2.9d), which represents that facility designs do not interfere melter failure.
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Table 2.2: False alarm probability output

*These values vary for corresponding sensitivity analyses. Section 2.7 shows different
input parameters used to observe different output data trends such as changes in the
amount of processed material.
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2.7.4 False Alarm Probability Variation

By modifying the false alarm rates, the baseline design was used to observe how

much material can be processed and stored in the product storage for each case. It was

also to verify if the results would match with the desired false alarm probabilities and

to check if melter failure probabilities would stay the same. Figure 2.10a shows that

less materials were processed when more false alarms were raised given the higher false

alarm probabilities.

Figure 2.10a: With the false alarm probability of 0.01, the average amount of 4622 ±
58.3 kg is processed. The following average amounts given the false alarm probabilities
of 0.02, 0.05, 0.075, and 0.1 are obtained as 4552 ± 64.9 kg, 4332 ± 81.8 kg, 4156 ±
96.0 kg, and 3973 ± 102.0 kg.
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Figure 2.10b: With the false alarm probability of 0.01, the average number of cam-
paigns is 239 ± 2.6. The following average numbers of campaigns given the false alarm
probabilities of 0.02, 0.05, 0.075, and 0.1 are 242 ± 2.7, 247 ± 3.2, 252 ± 3.3, and 257
± 3.5.

Figure 2.10c: The desired false alarm probabilities matched well with the simulation
results calculating the false alarm probabilities by dividing the raised alarms by the
total numbers of ID calculation during operation. Not only counting the total alarms,
alarms raised at each KMP had been monitored. The detailed numerical data is shown
in Table 2.2.
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Figure 2.10d: The melter failed 35 times given the false alarm probabilities of 0.01,
0.02, 0.05, and 0.075. The melter failed 36 times with the false alarm probability of 0.1.
Their standard errors stayed about 3 melter failures.

Figure 2.10: False alarm probability variation

Figure 2.10b shows when we set a desired false alarm rate to be lower, the number of

campaigns increases. The current model increments the number of campaigns whenever

the material is stored either in the recycle storage or the product storage. Therefore,

with higher false alarm probabilities, a relatively large amount of material was stored

in recycle storage, and it saved some time to complete a campaign by moving a batch

directly to recycle storage not going through the trimming process. Figure 2.10c and

Table 2.2 verify that the desired false alarm probabilities matched with the simulated

false alarm probabilities given different false alarm rates. With a higher false alarm rate,

the false alarm probability decreases. In other words, the area under the ID Gaussian

distribution and above the alarm threshold is equal to the false alarm probability (Figure

2.7), therefore, a higher false alarm rate set an alarm threshold higher, which represents

that the false alarm probability would be smaller. Finally, the average numbers of melter

failure stayed around 35 because different false alarm probabilities did not affect melter

failure (2.10d).
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2.7.5 Failure Rate Variation

By increasing the failure rate parameter, less material was processed (Figure 2.11a),

and also less number of campaigns was passed (Figure 2.11b). In this case, time needed

to pass the material through KMP 3 was much longer than time to pass the material

directly to the product storage without melter failure. The average false alarm probabil-

ities were the same, around 0.05, and it is not shown in Figure 2.11c due to redundancy

of previous graphs. Particularly, the standard deviation of false alarm probabilities at

KMP 3 decreased since a higher failure rate parameter might have provided a larger

sample size (2.11c). In other words, melter failed more often so that the material passed

through KMP 3 more, and ID calculation happened many times compared to the pre-

vious model with a lower failure rate parameter. Herein, the number of melter failure

indeed increased because the failure rate parameter increased (2.11d).

Figure 2.11a: With the failure rate parameter of 1/180 days, the average amount of
4653 ± 80.8 kg is processed. The following average amounts given the failure rate
parameters of 1/90 days, 1/60 days, 1/40 days, 1/30 days, and 1/20 days are obtained
as 4561 ± 77.1 kg, 4488 ± 78.9 kg, 4407 ± 82.1 kg, 4332 ± 81.8 kg, and 4221 ± 85.2
kg.
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Figure 2.11b: With the failure rate parameter of 1/180 days, the average number of
campaigns is 263 ± 2.4. The following average numbers of campaigns given the failure
rate parameters of 1/90 days, 1/60 days, 1/40 days, 1/30 days, and 1/20 days are
obtained as 258 ± 2.7, 255 ± 2.8, 251 ± 2.9, 247 ± 3.2, and 241 ± 3.2.

Figure 2.11c: Given the false alarm probability of 0.05, different failure rate parameters
bring different standard errors. While all the means of false alarm probabilities at
KMP 1, KMP 2, and KMP 3 are close to 0.05, the standard deviation of false alarm
probabilities at KMP 3 decreases as the failure rate parameter increases.
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Figure 2.11d: With the failure rate parameter of 1/180 days, the average number of
melter failure is 15 ± 2.0. The following average numbers of melter failure given the
failure rate parameters of 1/90 days, 1/60 days, 1/40 days, 1/30 days, and 1/20 days
are obtained as 21 ± 2.3, 25 ± 2.5, 31 ± 2.6, 35 ± 3.0, and 43 ± 3.1.

Figure 2.11: False alarm probability variation

2.7.6 Individual False Alarm Probability at each KMP

The second simulation with random and systematic errors of 0.1% each processed

less products (Figure 2.11a), and more campaigns had been recorded since a large

amount of material went to recycle storage (Figure 2.11b). Figure 2.11c explains that

different false alarm probabilities were set for KMP 1, KMP 2, and KMP 3 for the

second simulation. Since the same numerical alarm threshold was given for the ID

distribution with a large measurement error of 0.1%, higher false alarm probabilities

were expected. The average shorter time was needed to complete a campaign by passing

material directly from a KMP to recycle storage. Figure 2.11d also proves that varying

the false alarm probability at each KMP does not influence melter failure.
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Figure 2.12a: The first simulation with the relative random and systematic errors of
0.05% each processed more products. The average number of processed material for
the first simulation run is 4332 ± 81.8 kg, and that of the second simulation is 3647 ±
126 kg.

Figure 2.12b: Herein, a higher number of campaigns went through during the second
simulation with the relative random and systematic errors of 0.1% each. The average
number of campaigns for the first simulation is 247 ± 3.2, and that for the second
simulation is 264 ± 3.5.
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Figure 2.12c: By modifying the relative measurement errors and using the exact same
numerical value for the alarm threshold for every KMPs, the false alarm probabilities
can vary. Table 2.2 contains the detailed numerical output.

Figure 2.12d: Varying the false alarm probability at each KMP does not affect melter
failure. For the first simulation, the average number of melter failures is 35 ± 3.0, and
that of the second simulation is 36 ± 2.9.

Figure 2.12: Individual false alarm probability at each KMP
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2.7.7 Changes in Heel Amount

We predicted that changes in heel amount do not induce changes in false alarm

probabilities because alarm threshold functions defined in the KMP class automatically

calculate appropriate alarm thresholds. As expected, the false alarm probability of 5%

provided the same number of campaigns about 247 ± ∼ 3. The average number of

melter failures were also around 35 times. However, the amount of processed material

decreased when the average of heel amount increased (Figure 2.13). If a large amount

of heel is left in a crucible every campaign, the total products after 250-day operation

would be small. In fact, a relatively small amount decreased by adding an extra amount

to the heel, and it is less than the uncertainty error of processed material.

Figure 2.13: Changes in heel amount. The average amounts of processed material given
the heel amounts of 0.15 kg, 0.25 kg, and 0.3 kg are 4355 kg, 4332 kg, and 4322 kg.

2.7.8 Inventory Verification

By using Equation 2.13, we can obtain the number of items containing special nuclear

material to be inspected, particularly for Pu in this case. A separate function for

‘random sampling’ was developed different from regular execution routines. Using 20

kg of Pu vessels, nearly the same number of items must be inspected. However, as the

average amount of material in vessels decreased, the sample size also decreased (Figure

2.14). For instance, with the average of 100g of 50 vessels, only ∼2 vessels had to be

inspected given the detection probability of 0.95. However, with the average of 20 kg of

50 vessels, inspection was required for all 50 vessels. In addition, only 19 vessels would
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need examination if the average amount were about 100 g for all 500 vessels with the

detection probability of 0.95. A relatively small amount of TRU must be stored in each

vessel, therefore, in this way, the practical inspection time can be implemented rather

than investing all the vessels stored in the storage. Nevertheless, depending on how

frequent the material balance period is, all the vessels might need to be inspected.

Figure 2.14: The random sampling concept. As the population size increases, the
sample size also increases. With a small vessel size, less samples have to be inspected
while with a large vessel size of 20 kg of Pu, nearly the population size is used as the
sample size.

2.8 Future Work

Near-real world data is still necessary to build the model in a robust manner. Sce-

narios of further material transfer from a false alarm raise due to accumulated sequential

IDs should be implemented to the model. In addition, cumulative IDs for each MBA

every year can be calculated to prohibit another type of protracted diversion attempts.

We assume that the alarm threshold of 2.4 kg would be used for cumulative IDs, and

also the corresponding inspection algorithms must be applied to the model. Addition

of auxiliary sub-processes and different KMP locations would be beneficial to adopt

the ultimate safeguards model for a commercial-scale fuel fabrication facility. Also, the

frequent crucible replacement or material losses from the trimming process would be

considered for the advanced model development. The unit test of inventory verification

is established, therefore, it can be applied into the execution routines every month or
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every year. At last, the development of its user-friendly graphical user interface would

be favorable.

2.9 Summary Remarks

The safeguards model on a commercial-scale fuel fabrication facility is useful to

avoid both ‘abrupt’ and ‘protracted’ diversion attempts. While the first build of a model

carried out material balance every campaign, the current model performs ID calculation

at every KMP, which brings in two different facility designs processing different amounts

of material and passing different campaign numbers. Additional sensitivity analyses by

varying the facility input parameters such as false alarm probability, melter failure

rate, alarm threshold at each KMP, etc. have been performed. The following are the

significant outcome of these testings and the established functionalities included in the

current model:

• KMP1 removal resulted in processing a significantly large amount of material

given the same false alarm probability of 0.05. The equipment design has the

advantage of producing a relatively large amount of products while the baseline

design can exactly tell where a diversion attempt might have occurred.

• Different facility designs did not affect melter failure.

• Much less material had been processed with the false alarm probability of 0.1

compared to the false alarm probability of 0.05.

• Changes in heel amount did not affect the false alarm probability. The model

automatically corrected numerical values for the alarm thresholds to keep the

desired false alarm probabilities.

• A separate unit test using the concept of ‘random sampling’ for PIV or IIV was

implemented, and a small vessel size may be necessary for the practicality of

inspection time.

• If the melter fails less than once per month, much more material can be processed.

• Using a different desired false alarm probability for each KMP may be useful

for particular sub-processes which possibly contain more or less special nuclear

material.
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• ID calculation can happen on a desired location. Adding or removing KMP loca-

tions is very flexible.

• Adding or removing sub-components is also flexible.
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Chapter 3: Hazard and Operability Analysis of a Pyroprocess-

ing Facility

Submitted to Nuclear Engineering and Design and under review

3.1 Abstract

Pyroprocessing utilizes electrochemical techniques to develop an advanced fuel con-

cept for nuclear reactors, such as a sodium fast reactor. Since there exist proliferation

risks associated with special nuclear material processed in a pyroprocessing facility, we

have developed the high reliability safeguards methodology to implement safeguards,

safety, and physical security with operations from a design-driven perspective. This

paper suggests the design strategies by integrating a hazard and operability analysis.

It is a kind of process hazard analysis, essential for identifying hazards, operability

issues, severe accident scenarios, and for mitigating consequences with the correspond-

ing protection methods. It is a preliminary step for eventual quantitative, probabilis-

tic risk analysis, which is critical for obtaining an operating license for a commercial

pyroprocessing facility. Our current focus of HAZOP is on major pyroprocessing sub-

systems; voloxidation, electroreduction, electrorefining, electrowinning, and the argon

atmosphere control system. We analyzed the derived deviations from normal operations

and thoroughly prepared the methods to prohibit or mitigate off-normal situations. Im-

portantly, pressure buildup or high temperature in the systems can increase the risk of

initiating fire/explosion, which may eventually release radiation to the outside. Safety

relief valve installation, valve actuation, heater automatic shut down systems, etc.,

would be helpful to alleviate operation problems. This enhanced HAZOP also suggests

a strong safeguards design for the facility by proposing nuclear material accounting

locations for the purpose of reducing the potential proliferation risk.

3.2 Introduction

3.2.1 Motivation

The systematic risk assessment on a complex operation is imperative in order to

identify and evaluate hazards, associated consequences, and potential strategies to mit-

igate risks. It is particularly a requisite for nuclear materials operations carrying SNM
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due to its potential proliferation risks. In the effort to enhance energy independence,

nations have considered the establishment or expansion of nuclear power as part of their

domestic energy portfolio. As a result, the deployment of, or transition to advanced nu-

clear energy systems can assure resource sustainability. Some of these advanced systems

require nuclear fuels different from those fabricated currently.

Pyroprocessing uses electrochemical technologies to extract actinides and uranium

from used nuclear fuel to fabricate metal fuel. For instance, the IFR project had been

under development at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) since the 1980s to process

used metallic nuclear fuel for the closed fuel cycle concept [91], [92], [93], [94]. A pyro-

processing facility, however, faces new challenges in order to maintain high proliferation

resistance because SNM, such as plutonium, is in a different chemical and physical form

than fuels fabricated for contemporary light-water reactors. Therefore, the concept of

integrating safeguards, safety, and security with facility design; i.e., safeguardability, or

safeguards- and security-by-design [3], [4] was put forth fairly recently as an approach

to address these issues in a systematic manner.

3.2.2 The High Reliability Safeguards Methodology and Related Work

The HRS focus area was developed based on this initial concept of safeguardability

[5], [6], for two main research directives: (1) optimizing safeguards, safety, and physical

security with facility operations from a design-driven perspective and (2) integrating

design strategies within a risk-informed context, similar to typical safety-based risk

assessments for nuclear power plants, but incorporating initiating events that span all

aspects of 3S. The overarching goal for HRS is to quantify proliferation risk for different

facility designs in a systematic manner based on established risk assessment principles.

Prior work has focused on formulating design options [7], [8], [9], and recent work focuses

on the operational side [63], [59], which stresses the HRS approach using discrete event

simulation for material throughput in fuel fabrication and tests the means by which

safeguardability can be quantified for facility design concepts.

3.2.3 Goals for this Study

Here, we turn to the risk-informed directive and apply a HAZOP study of a pyro-

processing facility to identify the highest risk deviations from normal operations and

develop mitigation options for these potential hazards and operability problems. A

HAZOP analysis is a preliminary and necessary step prior to undertaking the com-
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prehensive quantitative, probabilistic risk analysis critical to obtaining an operating

license for the facility. Additionally, beyond this traditional HAZOP analysis, we also

analyze how these deviations from normal operations affect nuclear materials account-

ing and potential proliferation risks, and we suggest how these can be mitigated from

a safeguards perspective. In order to design a safeguardable facility, accounting for

SNM is paramount. This can be achieved by establishing KMPs at MBA boundaries.

Throughput considerations are important to the operator, as they have the incentive to

process a target amount of material; e.g., several metric tons per year of used fuel. SNM

throughput, therefore, must be monitored regularly, and the means by which SNM can

be monitored are discussed in this HAZOP study. This enhanced form of HAZOP then

can lend critical insight into the design of a safeguardable facility. This current study

is part of a continually developing body of research that focuses on a risk-informed

approach to pyroprocessing facility design [5], [6].

3.3 Background

3.3.1 Pyroprocessing Material Flowsheet

For our HAZOP study, the PFD outlined in Figure 3.1 is used [63]. We based our

facility design on the “Korean Innovative, Environment Friendly, and Proliferation Re-

sistant System for the 21st Century (KIEP-21)” advanced fuel cycle concept developed

by the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) [5], [6], [95], [96] and lab-

scale or engineering-scale experiments performed by Idaho National Laboratory (INL)

and ANL [97], [98], [99], [100], [101], [102]. The intent is to provide a credible HAZOP

analysis that can be applied widely to pyroprocessing facility design concepts without

being site-specific. For instance, nuclear materials are commonly processed in hot cells

at high temperature; therefore, we assume that an inert Ar atmosphere is needed for

operational safety. The operation starts by chopping and decladding used fuel. Next,

voloxidation oxidizes used fuel to produce U3O8 powder. Electroreduction reduces the

powder to a metal in LiCl-Li2O salt. Electrorefining and electrowinning extract ura-

nium and TRU metals in eutectic LiCl-KCl salt. Metal fuel slugs are then finally

fabricated and stored. For more details, an extensive literature review of the pyropro-

cessing facility is contained in Borrelli [5], and we thoroughly describe the design intent

of each subprocess in greater detail in Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.1: Process flow diagram of the pyroprocessing system used for the HAZOP
analysis. Used uranium oxide fuel enters the system as shown in the top left. Main
subsystems are voloxidation, electroreduction, electrorefining, electrowinning/cadmium
distillation, and metal fuel fabrication. They are indicated by the yellow boxes with
the primary material flow shown by the red arrows. Material losses are shown for each
subsystem. A metal fuel alloy is prepared by the fuel fabrication process for use in an
advanced reactor concept.

3.3.2 General HAZOP Methodology

Hazard identification techniques involve the identification of potential hazards and

operability issues [103]. They study possible scenarios, which might cause undesirable

consequences in the system, and suggest the corresponding mitigation methods. In

particular, a structured systematic approach of HAZOP is to identify the causes and

consequences of deviations from the design intent. The goal of HAZOP is to eliminate

or reduce hazards by analyzing possible deviations that could lead to safety, health, or

environmental problems [104]. HAZOP has some advantages over other process hazard

identification methods since it provides a detailed, systematic plan for process perfor-

mance, including operation conditions and control instrumentation. This qualitative
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risk assessment also lists the failure consequences, for which we can suggest mitigation

methods before actual operation. Furthermore, HAZOP can be used during the life

cycle of the facility.

Figure 3.2: The HAZOP parameter-first approach contains three ‘procedural loops.’
First, the system component (study node) is selected. Here, we have selected pyro-
processing subsystems. The design intent for each is identified. From this, relevant
parameters are selected. Deviations are then derived by combining the parameters with
the corresponding guide words. Resulting hazards and consequences due to the devia-
tions follow. Existing protections are identified and assessed. Finally, risk mitigation
actions are recommended. This is repeated for the same node, under a different guide
word; e.g., first high pressure is analyzed, then low pressure. Once the analysis of all
the corresponding guide words is complete, a new parameter is selected and the process
repeats. Once all the parameters are analyzed, a component is selected, and the entire
process begins again. In this way, all the deviations given for the nodes are categorized
with related mitigation strategies.

HAZOP breaks down the complex design into simpler sections called study nodes,

and each node must be addressed by determining deviations from the initial design

intent [104]. These deviations can be generated with the parameter-first approach.

Process parameters are coupled with guide words to derive meaningful deviations, for

which we propose protection methods in advance of accidents. Figure 3.2 shows the

flow diagram of the HAZOP parameter-first approach. After specifying system compo-
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nents (study nodes), we then develop their design intent. From the design purpose and

detailed process description, parameters for a node can be selected. Deviations are de-

rived by combining the parameters with the corresponding guide words, based off which

their possible causes and consequences are determined. They describe how the process

conditions may depart from the design intent. By analyzing all the deviations given

for the node, we suggest the mitigation methods, which may reduce the probability of

accident occurrence. When all the nodes are reviewed, the HAZOP study is completed.

Here, Table 3.1 describes the standard guide words and their meanings [105].

Table 3.1: Standard guide words and their meanings

3.3.3 Prior Nuclear-related Uses of HAZOP

HAZOP was first published in the 1970s by Lawley [106], and numerous HAZOP

studies for chemical industries have been proposed since then [107], [108], [109], [110].

Some have their focus on nuclear facilities. For instance, HAZOP combined with

the risk priority number was introduced for a light water reactor passive cooling sys-

tem [111], [112], and was also implemented on a heavy water reactor passive cooling

system [113]. Furthermore, HAZOP application to the Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant

(INPP) decommissioning projects [114] and the Korea Research Reactor-1 decommis-

sioning project [115] were demonstrated successfully. Some of the notable HAZOP
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studies on aqueous reprocessing plants include the one performed by British Nuclear

Fuels Ltd. on the thermal oxide reprocessing plant [116] and the probabilistic safety

assessment using HAZOP on the Tokai Reprocessing Plant conducted by the Japan Nu-

clear Cycle Development Institute [117]. Although copious research related to HAZOP

on nuclear facilities has been achieved, HAZOP development specifically on a pyropro-

cessing facility has not been studied yet. This is imperative for scaling up pyroprocessing

to a commercial facility.

3.3.4 Preliminary Safety Study on Pyroprocessing

While HAZOP for pyroprocessing has not been carried out yet, the preliminary

safety study on a conceptual design of the Reference Engineering-scale Pyroprocess Fa-

cility (REPF) had been established [118]. Moon evaluated hazards in detail to optimize

its system processes and structures of equipment. Not only were the key major systems

and components classified with the ranks of safety, seismic, and quality classes, over-

all potential hazards in the facility were also identified with their possible causes and

consequences. Possible accident scenarios for the conceptual design of an engineering-

scale pyroprocess facility, called the Advanced Fuel Cycle facility, were ranked by using

the risk ranking matrix adopted from Mitchell [119] to evaluate their impacts [120].

However, these studies did not categorize hazards for specific sub-processes and instead

focused on a general hazards analysis for the facility. In contrast, our HAZOP study

identifies more specific hazards in major sub-processes, establishes mitigation methods

for potential accidents, and formulates suggestions within the context of safeguardabil-

ity.

3.4 Results and Discussion: HAZOP Analysis on Study Nodes

3.4.1 Approach

One of the notable guidelines on HAZOP, according to Dunjó, is provided in “HA-

ZOP: Guide to Best Practice [110].” We primarily apply this methodology on a

commercial-scale pyroprocessing facility. Several other literatures such as [105], [121],

and [122] support HAZOP approaches comparable to Crawley’s [104]. We first iden-

tify and analyze components (study nodes) under the HAZOP methodology. We then

examine design intent, process details, and several system parameters such as tempera-

ture, flow rate, pressure, etc. We provide an additional degree of detail to this analysis
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by including process flow diagrams (PFDs).

3.4.2 Component (Study Node) Identification

While a HAZOP can become exceedingly detailed, as any industrial system can

contain hundreds to thousands of single components, we select main subsystems given

for the conceptual commercial pyroprocessing facility design as the components for this

analysis. Use of subsystems for the study nodes here can yield substantive results in

terms of safeguardability because there has not yet been a HAZOP analysis of this kind.

This type of analysis also provides the framework for future, more detailed risk-informed

studies. The study nodes are defined for the following fundamental sub-systems: voloxi-

dation, electroreduction, electrorefining, electrowinning, and the Ar atmosphere control

system. A commercial-scale pyroprocessing facility contains other auxiliary systems

depending on its design approaches and site-specific features. However, for this HA-

ZOP study, we address the most fundamental system components common for any

pyroprocessing plants.

3.4.3 Use of PFDs for Sub-processes for HAZOP

Piping and instrumentation diagrams of engineering-scale machineries for electro-

chemical processes from the PRIDE facility, operated by KAERI, and the Fuel Condi-

tioning Facility (FCF) at INL are not open to public. Therefore, we perform our study

by generating expected PFDs (Figure 3.7, Figure 3.8, Figure 3.9) for processes on the

engineering judgement and past work in this field, including relevant literature sources.

This can be a good basis to facilitate further development to implement more inherently

safe processes [103].

3.4.4 Design Intent for Pyroprocessing Operational Steps

A literature review of pyroprocessing is shown in Borrelli [5]. Here, adding on to it,

we thoroughly discuss several major pyroprocessing subsystems for our HAZOP study

mentioned earlier as study nodes. We assume the operation starts with the receipt of

spent uranium oxide fuels. The pre-treatment of disassembling, rod extraction, rod cut-

ting, and fuel decladding before voloxidation is not considered for the current HAZOP

study because it is well characterized due to established aqueous reprocessing technolo-

gies at the head-end process stages [123], [124]. We assume these processing stages are
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similar in the pyroprocessing plant. Otherwise, other possible alternative methods can

be applied from Bond [125], Westphal [126], Lee [127], and Bodine [128].

3.4.4.1 Voloxidation

The voloxidation process oxidizes UO2 into U3O8, allowing a greater surface area

for the active electrochemical reaction, thus increasing the efficiency of electroreduction

[129]. The engineering design of a high-capacity voloxidizer developed by KAERI is

considered for our HAZOP study (Figure 3.3). While the fuel pellets are ground into

powders in the presence of air/O2, volatile fission gases are removed and sent to an

off-gas system. An adequate amount of air flow is needed to prohibit fuel powders from

escaping, as well as to maintain the acceptable level of pressure in the cell. Increasing

the system temperature eliminates fission gas products easily, however, the sintering

process of U3O8 powder is not favorable above 1000oC. More details about this process

can be found through a joint project between KAERI and INL on development of the

voloxidation process for LWR spent fuel treatment [130], [131].

Figure 3.3: Experimental voloxidation apparatus [132]. UO2 pellets are pulverized to
U3O8 powder using air at high temperature. Pulverization results in a density decrease,
and therefore volume increases for more efficient electroreduction. Volatile, gaseous
fission products; e.g., Kr, Xe, I, etc., are eliminated by voloxidation.

3.4.4.2 Electroreduction, Electrorefining, and Electrowinning

After the U3O8 powder preparation, it is electrochemically reduced in the molten

salt electrolyte of LiCl-Li2O at 650oC [13], [14], [15], [16], [133], [134]. Figure 3.4 is the

schematic diagram of electroreduction process. The MgO cathode container is often
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used to reduce the metals while oxygen gas is generated at the Pt anode [129]. A

Ni/NiO reference electrode is commonly used but not shown in Figure 3.4 [135]. Other

alternative materials for the cathode containment and the anode shroud are described in

Choi [136]. Through this process, the dense metals reduce the volume of spent fuels, and

high heat load fission products (alkali metals and alkaline earth fission products; e.g.,

Cs and Sr) are dissolved in the molten salt and finally removed as wastes [96]. We also

consider the design concepts of a laboratory-unit electrolytic reduction system called

the Hot Fuel Dissolution Apparatus at the Hot Fuel Examination Facility (HFEF) [135]

and the engineering-scale electrolytic reducer at the PRIDE facility to review detailed

design and engineering issues.

Figure 3.4: Notional representation for electroreduction. U3O8 powder is reduced to
U metal, containing TRU with some noble metals in a cathode basket. Oxygen gas is
evolved at the anode. Alkali metals and alkaline earth fission products form chlorides
in the LiCl-Li2O molten salt at 650oC. Most importantly, high heat Sr and Cs fission
products form chlorides in the salt and are removed from the metal [101], [137].

INL has developed an electrorefining process by treating used metallic fuel from the

EBR-II reactor in the FCF [138]. Two engineering-scale electrorefiners called the Mark-

IV and Mark-V ERs have processed approximately 830 kg heavy metal of driver fuel

up to 2012 [98]. Their system designs are used to identify the associated hazards and
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operability issues. The reduced metals from electroreduction process get transferred

into an anode basket to selectively recover uranium [15], [96]. The eutectic salt of LiCl-

KCl is used as an electrolyte, and the working temperature is about 500oC [139]. UCl3

is added for initiating the uranium deposition on the cathode. Noble metals stay in the

anode basket while TRU and rare earths are dissolved in the salt [140]. By controlling

the applied cell voltage, uranium dendrites can be deposited on a solid cathode often

made of graphite, and the collected uranium deposits are distilled in a salt distiller.

After removing the salt from uranium deposits, they are melted and casted into ingots

for subsequent fuel fabrication. Figure 3.5 shows the chemistry behind this process.

Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of electrorefining process. Electroreduced metal creates
trivalent cations in eutectic LiCl-KCl salt at 500oC. Rare earth fission products and
TRUs form chlorides in the salt. U metal dendrites collect on a solid cathode due to the
difference in Gibbs free energy of formation. The salt is loaded with UCl3 to initiate
uranium deposition.

Electrowinning recovers TRU on a liquid Cd cathode along with some uranium and

trace amounts of rare earths [17]. The same electrolyte for electrorefining, which is

the LiCl-KCl molten salt, is also used for this process [139]. Uranium is prevented to

deposit on a liquid Cd cathode by using the mesh agitator [96]. Figure 3.6 describes

how electrowinning performs. Cl2 gas might be produced at the inert anode. The
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output TRU stream is combined with uranium metal recovered from the electrorefining

process to fabricate new metal fuels. Additionally, Cd distillation separates Cd and the

actinides recovered from the electrowinning process. We do not consider the Cd distiller

in this HAZOP study as it is an auxiliary system of the facility.

Figure 3.6: Notional depiction of electrowinning. The process uses the same eutectic
LiCl-KCl salt as electrorefining. Trivalent cations of U, TRU, and rare earth fission
products collect on a liquid cadmium cathode. TRU elements are not individually
extracted due to small differences in Gibbs free energy of formation.

3.4.4.3 Ar Atmosphere Control System

The PRIDE facility is designed for continuous pyroprocessing operation. The Ar

atmosphere control system installed for PRIDE, which consists of one large-scale hot

cell for sub-operations [141], is chosen for our HAZOP. However, several different hot

cells might be needed for a commercial-scale facility for the implementation of a strong

safeguards design. This is discussed more in Section 3.4.5. Pyroprocessing involves

a substantial amount of radioactive materials and a high temperature environment,

therefore, an inert Ar atmosphere must be maintained by controlling the amount of

oxygen and moisture concentration. The design intent of the Ar control system is to
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circulate the gas flow to maintain the inert environment.

3.4.5 Operational Deviation Analysis

3.4.5.1 Voloxidation (Node 1)

Figure 3.7: PFD of a voloxidizer. A RPM gauge measures the speed of the folding
mesh. A pressure gauge monitors the system pressure, and the relief valve prevents
overpressure. The temperature control reads the voloxidizer temperature using the
thermocouples, and also acts as an automatic shutdown system in the event of system
overheating. Flowmeters can control the air flow going into the system, and the check
valve blocks the counterflow. Voloxidation process can generate fission gas products,
and they are released to an off-gas trapping system.

Figure 3.3 is the schematic diagram of an experimental voloxidation apparatus de-

veloped by KAERI. Our team based the HAZOP on this model and built the PFD

of this equipment (Figure 3.7). Mechanically pre-treated uranium fuel is fed into the

top-end of a voloxidizer through valves that control the feed flows. Thermocouples

and pressure gauges continuously monitor temperature and pressure in the voloxidizer.
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Given the PFD and the design intent of producing U3O8 powder, the HAZOP table

for voloxidation is presented in Table 3.2. The process parameters of pressure, gas

flow rate, feed flow rate, temperature, time, agitation, and utility failure are chosen for

this first study node. Among all the derivations shown in Table 3.2, the following are

the primary deviations, which might possibly deliver severe accident scenarios to the

system. The consequences are listed with their corresponding protection methods.

• High pressure: If the outlet valve is stuck, excess hot gases can build up in the

machine. The safety relief valve helps to depressurize the system, or a valve can

be actuated by an operator. Excessive air flow or the overloaded feed material

may cause high oxidation of the feedstock. In this case, the machine might not

function as intended and may cause fission gas products to reside within. As a

protection method, flowmeters can be installed to control the air flow. High RPM

speeds of the motors for the folding mesh and the piston vibrator improve the

oxidation efficiency. However, if the exhaust gas cannot escape the machine, high

oxidation efficiency may not be the ideal situation. A large amount of fission gases

in a high temperature and pressure environment can cause explosion/fire, which

may eventually release radioactive materials to the outside of the system. The

manual control systems for motors are necessary, and indeed this whole system

must be installed in a hot cell facility.

• High air flow and high feed flow: A large amount of oxygen and the feed

material produce more U3O8 while generating more fission gases, for which the

off-gas system is needed. If pressure is built up, the machine may explode, leading

to a fire. A high air flow can also disperse the used fuel powder and allow it to

escape from the system, which is undesirable for the potential radioactive material

release. Flowmeters must be installed to monitor the air flow, and valve actuation

to control the amount of feedstock would be needed.

• Reverse air flow: If the exhaust gas is going back into the voloxidizer, it may be

due to a malfunctioning off-gas system connected to the voloxidizer, or issues with

the valves. In this case, fission gases can build up and may induce the equipment

rupture. Therefore, the off-gas system must be repaired as a corrective protection

method, or for the temporary purpose, valves can be actuated to depressurize the

system. The safety relief valve can be used for the same purpose. A check valve

can also be used to make sure reverse flow does not occur.
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• High temperature: Heater malfunction can lead to high temperatures. As a

corrective action, the heater must be repaired. Thermocouples must be installed to

monitor temperature during operation. The automatic heater shut down system

can prevent temperature to increase beyond the limit.
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Table 3.2: HAZOP table for voloxidation
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Table 3.2 (Continued)
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Table 3.2 (Continued)

• Too long process time or short process time: Malfunctioning motors might

increase or decrease the process time to achieve the operation goal, which is the

production of the U3O8 powder. Gas and feed flow rates also affect the length of

process time. Flow and motor controls are necessary to prohibit economic losses

such as time loss or capital loss.

• Power loss: A backup generator is needed to operate the system without inter-

ruption of power outage.

Safeguardability approach. The two main severe consequences in the voloxidizer

due to the operational deviations include radiation release of fission product gases and

potential dispersal of used fuel powder. The release of fission gas is undesirable, and sev-

eral mitigation options have been presented, but this does not affect nuclear materials

accounting. However, if the U3O8 powder is dispersed, then there might be an account-

ing challenge. While a State may not likely attempt a diversion of small quantities of

the powder, unaccounted material violates IAEA treaty obligations for a non-weapons

State. From a safety perspective, since the off-gas system for fission gases generated
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from the voloxidizer might malfunction, we propose the installation of a separate hot

cell for this equipment to contain a radiation release. From a safeguards perspective,

installation of protective membranes to trap the powder is recommended.

From the standpoint of safeguardability, we assume that the used fuel would be

characterized upon receipt at the facility, which is the typical procedure for aqueous

facilities. Chopping and decladding in the head stages of the pyroprocessing facility

would be no different, and the characterization and accounting of SNM at this point

would be the same. In particular, the 244Cm/Pu ratio is usually determined at this

stage. 244Cm is the dominant contributor to neutron emission in used fuel [7]. Upon

exit of the voloxidizer, the material is powder, and, therefore, likely a homogeneous

mixture. Sampling at a KMP at this location (exit of the process) could give a robust

SNM accounting. The weight can be measured, as well as a radiation measurement

with coincidence counting for spontaneous neutron emission of 244Cm. This can then

be used to determine the Pu content. Accounting at the exit of the voloxidizer must

include the loss of mass due to fission gas release. Therefore, the KMP should specify

a limit for this loss, where if exceeded, could indicate a diversion.

3.4.5.2 Electroreduction, Electrorefining, and Electrowinning

(Node 2, Node 3, Node 4)

Despite different operation purposes of nodes for electroreduction, electrorefining,

and electrowinning, these processes carry very similar HAZOP studies because they are

all batch type processes and apply electrochemistry to reduce the targeted material on

a cathode (Figure 3.8). Therefore, one HAZOP table (Table 3.3) is constructed for all

the processes while the operation parameters, such as reactions, electrolytes, operation

temperature ranges, pressures, etc., are specific for each node. Figure 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6

show the chemistry of electroreduction, electrorefining, and electrowinning, respectively.
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Figure 3.8: PFD of an electroreducer, an electrorefiner, and an electrowinning appara-
tus. Cathodes, salt electrolytes, temperature conditions, etc. are different for different
processes. A pressure gauge is to monitor the system pressure, and a thermocouple
measures temperature in the salt. The secondary containment is for blocking radiation
spill, and the relief valve is to release pressure in the furnace.

• Less pressure in the electroreducer, the electrorefiner, or the elec-

trowinning device: If there was a leak of molten salt from the batch, and the

pressure decreased, radioactive materials in the salt can be released to the outside

of the furnace. Therefore, the secondary containment, which is the surrounding

storage container for preventing material spillage, can be installed around this pri-

mary equipment. A pressure gauge must be installed to monitor pressure change

in the system.

• High temperature: High temperature (much higher than 650oC) delivers the

risk of fire ignition. Thermocouple installation to check the functionality of the

heater is critical. The malfunctioning heater must be repaired before re-starting

the operation again. The automatic system for power shutdown can limit the

maximum operating temperature.

• High pressure: Gas buildup can induce high pressure, and the resulting equip-
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ment rupture is not favorable due to the possibility of salt spillage. Safety relief

valve installation or valve actuation releases the pressure in the system. High

voltage may increase the system pressure by generating Cl2 gas, which is a haz-

ardous material. When the pressure exceeds a certain threshold, the system must

automatically shut down, or the operator can actuate the system shutdown.

• More or less reaction time: Optimizing the reduction productivity with var-

ious lab-scale or engineering-scale experiments determines the ultimate reaction

time of the process along with other operation conditions, such as the amount

of feed material, cathode and anode types, salt type, etc. If it took more or less

time than the determined reaction time given for producing a targeted amount

of products, we expect the process efficiency to be low. In this case, further in-

spection would be needed to check if there are any mechanical failures with the

equipment or operation problems.

• Fast or slow reaction speed: The electroreduction rate can be fast or slow

depending on the amount of Li2O in the electrochemical cell. If the Li2O con-

centration is larger than ∼3 wt%, it can react with the products, which induces

less reduction efficiency [136]. If it is less than ∼3 wt%, anodic dissolution might

occur, which is not desirable because the anode must not be part of the reaction,

and it may increase the impurities in the salt by providing Pt ions. These ions

can possibly travel to a cathode and be reduced with the products, which also

increase impurities in them. For electrorefining, UCl3 is loaded for the reaction

initiation [95]. Without UCl3, this process may significantly slow down since it

takes some time for uranium ions to travel to a cathode. Additionally, high or low

voltage affects the reaction rate, and the frequent calibration for voltage supply

equipment would be helpful to bring accurate potential levels for reactions.

• High voltage supplied: High voltage may dissolute the anode and produce a

hazardous material of Cl2 gas. The electric potential of <3.4V is to prevent Cl2

gas generation for the electroreduction process [142]. Electrorefining recovers the

U product at the cell voltage of -1.4V [129]. Electrowinning requires a higher

cell potential than that for electrorefining to recover TRU. The automatic power

shutdown system or the power shutdown actuation temporarily gives some time

to resolve issues associated with the malfunctioning voltage supply equipment.
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Table 3.3: HAZOP table for electroreduction, electrorefining, and electrowinning
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Table 3.3 (Continued)
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Table 3.3 (Continued)

aLess than 3 wt% of Li2O can be added to speed up the reduction rate. It also prohibits the
anodic dissolution. Adding much Li2O is not an ideal case since it can induce the reaction
between Li2O and the produced uranium metal [136].
bUCl3 loading is for initiating the reaction. A large amount of UCl3 must be added when the
U throughput per batch load is substantial vice versa [95].
cFor electroreduction, the electric potential of <3.4V is needed not to generate Cl2. For the
U recovery, the cell voltage of -1.4V is given for electrorefining [129]. Electrowinning requires
a higher cell potential to reduce TRU.

Safeguardability approach. Electroreduction uses a different salt than electrorefining

and electrowinning. In the event of a low pressure malfunction, there could be loss of

environment or salt leakage. Since TRUs remain in either of the salts, any leak presents

an accounting challenge because TRUs have to be extracted and recovered from the

leaked quantity, and this may be extremely challenging. Salt cannot be disposed and

expelled from the facility unless safeguards are terminated on the material. With all

of these processes in a single hot cell, cleanup could pose a higher potential of material

diversion because the accurate TRU measurement becomes impractical, especially if the

salts inadvertently mixed. We then suggest a separate cell for electroreduction, isolated

from electrorefining and electrowinning. If there is a KMP installed at the exit of the

voloxidation process, in the event of a leak in the electroreduction cell, maintaining

continuity of knowledge in accounting can pose less difficulty.

Another KMP should be installed at the exit of electroreduction. Batch weight mea-

surements might be problematic because there are uncertainties due to the extraction

of the fission products, such as Sr and Cs. Product reduction efficiency is dependent

on parameters such as applied voltage, temperature, electrolyte type, salt type, etc.

Therefore, accurate batch weight measurements might be difficult to determine early

in the facility life cycle with a lack of operational history of electroreduction on a com-

mercial scale. However, the 244Cm/Pu ratio and coincidence counting still might be
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useful at this stage [64], [68]. Destructive assay at this KMP may be prudent if a weight

measurement is not reliable. With the design suggestion of two separate hot cells for

electroreduction separate from electrorefining and electrowinning, additional material

transfer between these cells may affect overall materials processing goals. However,

equipment failures due to operational deviations might lead to false alarms; i.e., Type

I errors [11], which could shut down the facility for extended periods of time in order

to resolve them.

Because electrorefining and electrowinning employ the same salt, design concepts

typically include these processes as a single unit, where the solid and liquid cathodes

are inserted into the salt, and extraction occurs simultaneously. We assume this would

be the standard design approach for a commercial facility. With the KMP installed at

the exit of an electroreduction cell, continuity of knowledge again can be maintained.

Accounting on exit at the end of these processes may be difficult because TRU metal

is collected on the liquid cadmium cathode, sent to a distillation process to remove the

Cd salt, and fabricated into ingots, which are used as feedstock for fuel fabrication.

Here, use of the 244Cm/Pu ratio may not be reliable as an accounting technique for

electrorefining because this ratio in the salt is not same as that in the cathode deposition

[45], but this still requires experimental validation. Additionally, for a 20 kg batch of

electroreduced metal product, only several hundred grams of TRU can be extracted, and

several kilograms of TRU are needed per batch as feed into the fuel fabrication process

[7], [8]. Therefore, while destructive assay seems necessary at this stage, excessive assay

on each TRU batch might waste too much of the material. Since operational history

of extraction efficiency during commercial activity has not yet been acquired, use of

weight measurements might also not be reliable. Therefore, due to the need of several

kilograms of TRU for a single batch of metal fuel fabrication, a period of time is needed

to build a storage buffer of this material. A KMP could be installed prior to distillation,

where several batches of TRU/Cd could be compared collectively. Ideally, each would

exhibit nearly equal weights within uncertainties. This could reduce the amount of

material used for destructive assay.

A fire poses catastrophic consequences. Due to which, the materials in these pro-

cesses can volatilize, and the continuity of knowledge might be not be maintained.

Avoidance of a fire is dependent upon maintaining a robust Ar atmosphere control

system and applying defense in depth. This is discussed in the subsequent study node.
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3.4.5.3 Ar Atmosphere Control System (Node 5)

An inert atmosphere environment is essential to safely utilize the high-temperature

molten salt technology [141]. Accidents such as a component eruption, fire, or the

radiation release can possibly happen in the facility handling radioactive materials at

high temperatures. Therefore, proper control of oxygen and moisture concentration in

hot cells is a key point for the system safety. We consider the Ar atmosphere control

system for Node 5, and its PFD is shown in Figure 3.9. Process parameters such as

pressure, flow rate, temperature, composition, and time are coupled with suitable guide

words. The corresponding deviations determine abnormal situations associated with

the Ar atmosphere shown in Table 3.4.

• High pressure and temperature in a hot cell facility: If the Ar gas were

not circulated well, it would build up the pressure and induce cracks on the

windows (cells). The following explosion or radiation release is not favorable. Also,

high heat generated from the sub-processes and the loss of Ar may start the fire.

The materials processed in the facility are pyrophoric, which can spontaneously

ignite when exposed to air [118], [143]. The ventilation fans and relief valves

can release pressure to prevent these severe consequences [141]. Similarly, for the

pipings, safety relief valves and valve actuation decrease the system pressure when

it exceeds the pressure limit. In addition, pressure and temperature sensors can

continually monitor cell conditions and alarm if there are any abnormal situations.

• No pressure induced from no Ar supply: A disconnected pipe loop can not

supply the Ar gas into the hot cell. Broken pumps or closed valves also halt gas

circulation. In these cases, the residual Ar gas in the cell cannot be circulated and

would be heated. Both pressure and temperature buildup may eventually cause

fire or induce radiation release. The consequences are described in detail above.

The backup loop installation helps to supply Ar in a safe and timely manner while

repairing the disconnected pipes. In addition, valve actuation lets the flow enter

the cell.

• Too long process time: If it took much time for the Ar circulation, the hot cell

might heat up, which may induce high pressure and consequently, cracks on cell

walls. This may lead to radiation release to the outside of the cell.
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• Ar supply process skipped: Ar gas might not be supplied to the cell because

of pump failure or closed valves. Heat may build up in the cell, and it follows the

same consequences for the long process time.

• Less flow to the cell and low concentration: It increases the impurities of

the Ar atmosphere. The flowmeter must be installed to control the Ar flow going

into the cell, and the analyzers measure the oxygen and moisture concentrations.

Alarms can possibly alert the risk of fire. Indeed, malfunctioning pumps or pipe

leaks must be fixed.

Figure 3.9: PFD of the Ar atmosphere control system. The backup Ar tanks are needed
in the event of primary Ar supply failure. The flowmeter controls the Ar gas flow, and
circulation pumps maintain the Ar flow in and out of the hot cell. The oxygen/moisture
absorber controls the oxygen/moisture content in the gas.

Safeguardability approach. Given that the materials processed in the facility are

pyrophoric, the Ar atmosphere is crucial. Loss of the Ar atmosphere clearly affects

NMA if air ingress to the hot cells results in a fire, possibly releasing SNM and other

radioactive materials. The Ar atmosphere is required for the hot cells designed for

electroreduction, electrorefining, and electrowinning. In case radioactive materials are
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released from these subsystems, the installation of the nuclear grade high efficiency

particulate air (HEPA) filtration systems is mandatory to constrain radiation in the

hot cells. Some radiation monitoring systems also show the radiation levels in the cells.

Part of maintenance on the Ar system can be to test for leaks regularly. Within the

context of safeguardability, a shutdown may be necessary if a leak is discovered above

a certain threshold. One of the benefits to locating subsystems in separate hot cells

would be that a leak in one cell does not affect other materials in different cells. This

can maintain continuity of knowledge if the damaged cell is then shut down, and any

transfers into and out of it are halted.
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Table 3.4: HAZOP table for the argon (Ar) atmosphere control system
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Table 3.4 (Continued)

aWhen the Ar gas is circulated well in the facility, temperature in hot cells might get low
compared to the expected value. It may overuse the power or wear out the pumps fast.
However, we don’t anticipate severe accident scenarios from the ‘low temperature’ situation.
bHigh concentration of Ar in hot cells will help to safely perform all the sub-processes for
reprocessing spent nuclear fuel. Though, excess power may be used in this case.
cMore details of the Ar circulation system is shown in [141].
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3.4.6 Future Work

There exists substantial upcoming work to develop the full HAZOP analysis on this

facility. This is a worthwhile beginning in that no HAZOP studies on a commercial

pyroprocessing facility have been performed in the past. The present study primarily

focuses on operation processes, which carry chemical changes of feed materials. The

following outcomes would be useful to facilitate the implementation of a safe, reliable

commercial pyroprocessing facility and for the subsequent quantitative risk assessment.

The next phase of HAZOP analysis will cover metal fuel fabrication and the auxiliary

systems for salt distillation and salt recycle. Following this, analysis will focus on waste

treatment and termination of safeguards. Fuel fabrication is a complex process. Major

study nodes will be identified for the injection casting system and for the trimmer.

Subsequent nodes will include the processes necessary for rod and assembly production.

Moreover, the HAZOP study on material transfers, including salt transfer, must be

addressed since moving radioactive materials through pipes requires strict regulations

for the system safety. Transfer technologies, such as gravitational transfer or a Vacuum

Induced Salt Transfer and Storage (VISTAS) system, must be studied in detail to

assess operational problems as well as safeguards issues. Additionally, further study

includes human reliability due to errors from using manipulators for remote handling.

Incorporating human errors into HAZOP is complex, and this will be performed after

the complete HAZOP for machinery and operability problems.

3.4.7 Summary Remarks

HAZOP is a useful tool in studying operational deviations of an industrial process,

determining consequences, and developing protective measures. In this paper, we have

applied an enhanced HAZOP approach to a commercial pyroprocessing facility that

not only includes identification of hazards, but additionally provides risk-informed de-

sign suggestions within the concept of safegurdability. The operability issues caused by

off-normal situations have been studied and planned with protection methods to mit-

igate or prevent their potential accident scenarios. We identified the following severe

consequences:

• Pressure buildup from heated atmosphere may lead to cracked or broken windows

(cells). Consequently, radioactive materials can be released to the outside of the

cell. In particular, pressure buildup in the pipelines of the Ar control system or
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in individual subsystems may result in pipe or equipment rupture, and eventual

radiation release. High pressure in the confined container may possibly cause

explosion.

• An economic loss of cost can induce from the unnecessary power supply, too much

feed, too much gas flow, etc.

• Process inefficiency is introduced because of low or no gas flow, low or no feed,

much salt in the batch, electrodes not fully immersed in the salt, and an inadequate

amount of Li2O or UCl3. In addition, abnormal operating conditions decrease

the system efficiency.

• A high cell potential may produce an undesired hazardous material, Cl2.

• Ar loss may start fire due to the existence of pyrophoric materials in the cell and

the air supplied.

We also have suggested the following design components as part of the safeguardability

approach:

• The U3O8 powder dispersal is an accounting challenge. To confine the used fuel

powder, protective membranes must be installed.

• The 244Cm/Pu ratio and coincidence accounting can possibly be used for some

subprocesses to frequently monitor the Pu content in SNM. The weight measure-

ment at KMP can also be used as a SNM counting technique, and KMP locations

are determined for implementation of strong safeguards.

• From the safeguards perspective, installation of several hot cells for subprocesses

is necessary.

This HAZOP will certainly facilitate obtaining a license for installation of a commercial-

scale pyroprocessing facility, and possible severe consequences would not occur or be

mitigated. A quantitative risk assessment will be introduced next. The risk-informed

design suggestions in the context of safeguardability will allow the design specifications

for the facility operation with robust safeguards.
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Appendix B: User’s Manual

1.0 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The current discrete event simulation (DES) model was developed for implementing

strong safeguardability to a commercial-scale fuel fabrication facility. More conceptual

details about high reliability safeguards approach are provided in [63], . This user’s

manual provides precise guidance on how to run the 250-day operation one time or

multiple times. In addition, several different sensitivity analyses can be performed by

varying facility input parameters such as false alarm threshold, failure rate parameter,

false alarm probability, heel amount, etc. This manual also includes paths for execution

files, input, output, documentations, etc. It is open source and provided in a github

repository below: https://github.com/lee7632/fuel.fabrication.des.model.

2.0 GIT REPOSITORY SET UP

The following tips are useful to set a new git repository, make changes on a local branch,

and perform a pull request. On your local machine,

• To initiate git tracking, follow the git command below.

$ git init

• Fork ‘https://github.com/TheDoctorRAB/pyroprocessing system.model’

• The repository provided on a remote server can be cloned.

$ git clone https://github.com/[user’s name]/pyroprocessing system.model.git

After logging in to your account, a new repository must be created by clicking ‘+’

button on the top-right location.

• After modifying any files, they can be added to staging.

$ git add -u

• To commit changes,

$ git commit -m “message”

• To push the committed changes to a remote,

$ git remote add origin git@github.com:[user’s name]/

pyroprocessing system.model.git

$ git push origin master [or branch]
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*A new SSH key may be needed to push changes on a remote.

• To create a pull request, click ‘pull request’ button in the repo header.

• Next, choose a head branch, and write your pull request title and its description.

See https://github.com/TheDoctorRAB/pyroprocessing system.model/blob/master/

CONTRIBUTING.md for more details on contributing to the model development.

3.0 PREREQUISITE

The current model only supports up to Python2.x. Spyder would be ideal to run the

simulation and observe its process. It allows users to edit code and run files using

IPython console.

4.0 DOCUMENTATION

The ‘documentation’ directory contains documents with the general overview of the

model, the list of variables used, operation routine, assumptions, etc.

5.0 ROOT DIRECTORY & SIMULATION DIRECTORY

Examples with root directory and simulation directory settings are provided below.

‘global vars.py’ contains ‘root dir’ and ‘simulation dir’ variables.

• root dir = [where the repository is located]/fuel.fabrication.des.model/

model.kmp1.included

• simulation dir = [where the repository is located]/fuel.fabrication.des.model/

model.kmp1.included/simulation/[user’s value provided for simulation]

*Windows supports ‘/’ instead of ‘\’ for file paths. For Mac, ‘root dir’ does not need

to be modified while Windows might require changes.

6.0 EXECUTION

Users need to modify the ‘lib’ directory first to specify desired inputs. After changes,

‘simulation.set.up.py’ is run to create a new simulation directory under ‘simulation’. It

copies input files from the ‘lib’ directory and pastes them into

‘[simulaton dir]/fuel.fabrication/input.’ In addition, it helps users to change the root

directory and create a readme file for the specific simulation directory created.
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• ‘main.py’ is used to execute the 250-day operation one time.

• ‘execution.py’ is used to execute the 250-day operation multiple times. Currently,

the model runs the simulation 1000 times. To run a different number of simula-

tions, the range specified for the ‘for’ loop in ‘execution.py’ must be modified.

The ‘output’ directory under ‘[simulaton dir]/fuel.fabrication’ contains the results from

executing ‘main.py.’ The results from executing ‘execution.py’ are stored in

‘[root dir]/simulation/1000.test.runs.’

7.0 BASELINE VS. EQUIPMENT

In ‘[where the repository is downloaded and placed on your local machine]/

fuel.fabrication.des.model,’ two different directories called ‘model.kmp1.included’ and

‘model.kmp1.removed’ are included. ‘model.kmp1.included’ is for the baseline design,

and ‘model.kmp1.removed’ is for the equipment design.

Some source codes under ‘oo.fuel.fabrication,’ such as ‘facility command module.py’

and ‘kmp measurement point module.py’ are modified for the equipment design.

8.0 SENSITIVITY ANALYSES

In the ‘final.output/[a specific analysis that user chooses]’ directory, the subdirectory

called ‘gold’ contains all graphs constructed by performing sensitivity analyses varying

false alarm thresholds, failure rate parameter, false alarm probability, heel mean, heel

variance, and weight measurement error.

For instance, after running ‘execution.py,’ output in ‘[root dir]/simulation/1000.test.runs’

was copied and pasted into the ‘final.output/[a specific analysis that user choose]/

[parameter variation]’ directory first. Next, by executing ‘campaign.py’, ‘false alarm.py’,

‘melter failure.py’, and ‘processed material.py,’ the results, such as number of cam-

paigns, false alarm probability, number of melter failure, and amount of processed

material, were obtained given a particular facility input parameter variation.

*If another analysis other than the listed ones above is chosen by a user, not only does

it have to be updated in execution files, but also a directory may need to be created for

containing new output.
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9.0 AUXILIARY FILES

• README.md under the root directory explains the general overview of the cur-

rent version.

• The ‘log.txt’ file shows the detailed operation routine and output, such as mea-

sured weight, expected weight, operation time, etc.

• The ‘system.diagram’ directory contains the schematic diagrams and graphs re-

lated to the safeguards model.

• The concept of random sampling is introduced using ‘random.sampling.py’ under

‘unit.testings.’

• ‘unit.testings.py’ is for testing gaussian distribution related to weight measure-

ment or inventory difference. It also monitors melter failure by constructing the

probability density function and its cumulative distribution function.

10.0 FOR DEVELOPERS

All source files are in the ‘src’ directory. Developers must test any functionalities or

modification made on source code before the pull request.


